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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION: A REVIEW AND CWIENtARY
ON FEDERAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES ,

INTRODUCTION

I

sbnlike some of the other areas of Federal urban policy analyzed'

.

in the present study, citizen participation Wilicy has evolved- withodt a

consensus or even a very clear definition of the problem. In part; the

- .

origin of the issue was a perception by social scientists and-.,adminis-
.

,trators that lack of involvement' in 'the planning and delivery of social

- a
services for the pooi and, disadvantaged was associated with alienation

andsseemed to decrease the, effectiveness of these programs. In part,,

the prOblem was, whether and how to meetlincreasing demands by the poer
fp*

and disadvantaged for a redist,ribution of 'decision-maki"ng authbrity.

For others, the problem was how to build an effective political constituency

for new social prograMs benefiXpihg a minoritx:of-the population.

However, the pr9blem was perceived at the outset--to increase

pogram effectiveness, to redistribute polder, to build an effective

political constituency for new programs--the problem has gradually

shifted ove the past five,years from an issue involving individual
P

P A
-

involjiement and participation to a matter of group rights,and power'

-vis-a-vis the larger co mmunity. Thus theissuehis no- longer primarily

whether and to what extent ndividualpoor citizens are to be involved

'in planning afid-delivefing social services; but rather, how much control
I ,

geographic neighborhoods or ethnic minorities (often cderminoes)are to'

have over public programs serving them. :Thus citizen participation has

a

.."
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become the problem of community control and decentralization pf decision-

,

making power from traditicli I Federal, state and local government levels.'

to the neighborhood revel.

Feddral policy is still addre;sed primarily 'to the older

definitions 'of the probl' /although same programs are being 'forced to
'i'

f.

.

2

. i .
.

deal increasiolly with he/ newer aspects of group power. Furthermore,. :.

': i
..

there is uo agreement n Federal policy or practice on what "citizen
7.

...',

participation" ittel does should mean. We know from the field work '
1

i

done in preparation for this paper as well as from personal Federal

( employment that th re are/a variety ofFederal conceptions with regard
-

, i

.
i .

&
to citizen participation/. Some of thi variety ddrives froM thelact.

4 / .

'that the term tizen"/has become (in addition
.

fo,its traditional,

legal meaning) aeuph4nism for those 1.to are poor, black and brown.

Before proce diMg to a description of Federal .policies and,, :
. '

.

/! -4
.

'practices we/ w11.1 d fine 'citizens Ancl, participatibn. The citizens-we

/
Maxie in'mind are two categories; fiTgt are those whose current

... ,.
. , ,...-

conditions make ethe subject for intended benefits under Federal
..

programs.; secon
/

are_those who may be disadvantaged as a result
g

of
.

the

'use of ledera resources (e.g. tluMiilwellers and small'businessMen in "

the path of enewaliclearance, or farm laborers whose jobs are

threatened ryy. "brace o" legislation). Participation can be viewed as an

act or, a s ries of acts by which the "citizen". has the opportunity to

influence tfie_distribution.of benefits or tosses which may be 3/isited

upon h (or upon those people he represents) as a-result of Federally-

.

suppor ed activity.
sJ A"

There is a certain loose, unorganized quality about citizen

ti

9
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participation defined in the above manner whichivatsharP variance with

the kind Of partibipation wh ich has the capacity to share in the govern-
s y

anceof cieies. In fact it is the absence of this.4Ualitywhich-

potentially disting uishei citizen participation in the'Federal Community

Action and Model Cities Programs.. Participation in these latter two

efforts has focussed great energy on the building of structures which can
4

continuously be concerned with, issues of governance as opposed to the

transient,ssingle purpose involvement which characterizes alMost all other

Federal" efforts. Federal programs such as Model Citiei and the

Action Prdgram are either concerned with A cikegory of
A

persons (those who are poor) pr with persons 'living within a specified
S.

area. The structure for citizen 'participation in these two programs is

in theory meant to piovide'an on-going vehicle for influencing a re-

distribution of goods and_ services to benefit all those who are poor or

who reside within the model neighborhood. By this definitions Com-

'munity0 Agencies and Model City Agencies aspire to become govern-..
. .

Mental LIkuctures' able }b continuously offer opportunities for influence

. ,

to their respective cOnstituencies.
. ,,,,

'-) /' -
,

. The great visibility which theCommunity Action and Modgl Cities
..... ,

4..programs have given to citizen-participation should not hide the fact
_.

_
...

.

that there is a history and practice in other Federa program6 (outside
.

,

...-......

of CAP and Model Cities) which lend themselves to the following

--
. categorization: (a) those 'Federal progrIms whose administiTtive guide-

.

lines Call for "involvement," "Ortiqpation,!!'"seeking the advice of,"

but with few clues s'io who is to be involved or what form the

involvement is to-take; and (b) those programs whiCh show interest in

1.

a
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the creation of:limited purpose structures (e.g., couticils,'advisory

-A .

boards, parent committees) 6a, act as.s urceg of influence over narrowly
r -a

defined programs (e.g1-, mental health centers, Headstart Programs,N
vocational.training). Of course, there.are many other Federal programs

.

Whoseadministratibe'gufdelines (and legislation) do not reflect any

concern with the issue of citizen participation. "-

The'poirit is that there is no one Federal policy toward citizen

-. .

participation- -there are many policies. The most difficult and salient

job for policy analigia isto determine where a.profirsPOn of policies is
.

.

1

appropfiaee because of differing, proiraegoals and where a profusion
, v

. . .
\. .

represents timorous administLation:confusion as to pUrpose,/and gaps
..

.

beiWeen various Fedei-al agencies.
r

. .
Given our dual focus on Federal policy and aiyizen participation,

,

a
.

.

we have attempted, to establish that\ehere are varieties" of policies and

\,_
. ..

practices which fallunaer the heading of "cfitizon participation." At a
.

.later' point we .will, Offer greater Ndetail,asjo the varieties. of Federal

policy. Andfbased upon interviews with Federalofftial-s as well as a

reading of Federal agency docUment ;'we'.will further desdr,ibe citizen.

.

participation, and analyze its Comp nen6.parts.

Other in sagaeors-have alsol.00ked at citi_zen'participation...

In a review entit d "Neighborhood PoWef-aneControl," Slag e and
.

>
..

.

. .
Mittenth*.suggest the following types of participation: information,

«consul negotiation,ttation, negotiation shared policy'and%decti:lon making, joint
....-

.

'planning, 'delegation of planning responsibility,and neighbortood pwitrol.

The Task Force of the San Francksco Federal Executive Board
, .

. 't
.

c
specified a narrower continuum.for participation'i&angingi'n intensi*

.
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,
from employment., through dialogue and influence, to. control. Of

.4,

particularuse to this study is tHe'OakIand Teak Force's attempeto link

patterns of participation' with particular Fedetal agencies. Based upoh
. .

. )
a study of- the Office of EConomic,OpportuhitY's (0E0) Community ACtion

.
.

. . ,

Agencies, David Austin*gaw thelollowl.ng activities.as components of
'

.

participation: the organizatiori of 'advisory committees, holding a series

.
.

of open community hearings and'conferenCes: community soe,iotherapy, a

union of service consumers, a community,corporaoion through which the
0

'neighborhood directly con(xo11. la a provision of community services;

ideveloping political skidls,and,2politicai organizations.among,citens

who have been gn'ored 'by traditional political paitystructures, a'
,

coalition of action organizations in low-income areas/and the urban

, -

-comhunity based on small,.self-eontained; self=maintainingself,

0

directing` neighborhoods.

It shotirdbe noted:that piegel,ana Mi'ttenthal and the Oakland '

- .

, Task Force specified diffdent patterns ,ofcitiien partidIpdtioR based

upon a variet of. Federal p;ogr'am *act\ivity., Conversely., Austin developed
- 4

MP

.

!an evenimoie.derailed set of specifications baied upon a single,FedbraLlyT

4
SupPbrted activity--theCoMMunity Actiim Agency. It contradistinction

I., . A
. a ',

.
_.-

to the Oakland Task FokceRaport, Austin's data:kUggests that parHci-
-

A. . . .

'. .

pationfvariesew4 in a sidgle Fe.derally7supported 'effort at leas'as much'
.1 . . , . .

.

,. .4 .% ,
,

- . . -4
*1. loSrmerA%ip this

'. 4 ;
sense reelnis opening, somw-jobs in public FTogTams

to poor' and diqadvantake<i'citizena. ,The jobs may be quite. .,
:But they rate.1oW i terms bf citizen participation becauge .those.emOoyed
cenn.q.formall helOtra0 programpoliCy or represent the intserests,of
their group or neighboThoOd:- ,

JN 4, *
1

'''tv1 4.
t

a.

. via

t.
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as itdoes between efforts supported'by.different Federal agencies..

is not eo negate the Oakland TaskFoice's suggestion

patterns' of participation tend to. be associated with

This

that different

different Federal

programs. But if Austin'p findingswith regard to the.Community Action

Program are correct, there may be a scale-like quality to patterns of

participation within a Federally supported program._ The notion of .scale

J

would imply that the-Federal program which facilitates the most'intense

kind of:participation also reflects less intense patterneof participation.,
P.

This *notion of intensity is reflected in the Oakland Task Force scheme

..

and in the Spiegel-Nittenthal paper. One.o, f 4hese papers sees" intensity
. ,. -,-

' s' 't

beginning with. employment and ending with control. The other sees in-.,
4 -

fOrmation,a4tiviCies as the least intense, but agrees that control is

the most.intenseform of participation at the. ether end of the scale.

It might be useful to fit these ideas of intensity variance in

'.. .

citizen patticiption, to assumed differences-1n Fedetal'igeOy policy.

..
.

,

a,Ay, combining the Spiegel.Mittenthal and Oakland Task Force echemes,'one

might come up with four measures of intensity (ranging from "feast" to

'''.2

,.-
;...,,;:,

-0ii- i, - .

"most" intense); (A) employment-information; (B) dialogue-advice-giving;
.. *-.

(C) sharedauthOtity; (D) control.itave previously .suggested -four
-,,- . .._

patterns of'Federal agency policy: (a) th no-policy:prograar, (b) the

.

. ,-

.

A 2° -.

program.whose gutidelinesoall kOf involvement or participation-without-
. ,

. .

-further speOificaiian,.(c) the program Utich specifies an advisory or
.,.

policyliodycorttposed,-of "citizens'," (d) -the programs ,which call ,for

citizen'artic4ation structures'able to,deal with an array of issues

., _

of gOvernance on a continuing bas113.'

13
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If the ideas' of scale and intensity ate valid, the patterns

shown in Figure 1 Might prevail. The diagram peens -to suggest that. the
.

intengity:Oi''Citizep involvement in.a.particular program and the

.

;pattern of-Federal agency policy are strongly related to each other.

The diagram ftrtfier suggests that Model Cities andCAP-(policy "d")

would be. most

participation

_(pgtion policy

partic

likely- to reflect control ( "D "), as a.form of citizen

.

t
Federal programs ("a") without an articulated partici;

would be likely to have the least intensive forms of

ation as reflected by category "A" --employment and;information.

In addition to the idea that intensity of involvement Ad .

0

'Feder agency policy vary with each other, there is the unstated,

assumption that policy precedesand influences .:.intensity. This-

is-a most important assumption becayse it argues that the character of

citizen involvement is directly influedced by the character'of,agency,

* t,

' David Austin's ate has already suggested, that in the CAP

---4,program, despite a single national policy, there is a-variety in local

petterris of participation. . .
0we so-far suggested that the character or intensity of

Fitizen patticipation is influenced both by local community factors .and

the character of Federal agency policy. If these appear to be rather
I;

obvious causal factors there is yet a third, which is d,qually obvious

and *ally iMportant. This is the factor of'"purpose,"

Purpose as a Variable influencing the character Of citizen

participation difficult to capture. On one level, purpose is

,
apparent or can beinferree romthe-nature Of the laws under whl.ch

-Federal pibgrams.operate, in most Teileral programs; purposeo.as

14
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FIGURE 1

INTENSITY AND PATTERNS OF CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT
- IN FEDERALLY SUPPORTED PR GRAMS

9

Intensity* .

MOst
o e

I
B

Least A
t
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A A
a b

Least

C
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4

PATTERNS OF AGENCY POLICY*'

*See fixt tor intensity' description A through D and for policy
. descrilitions 'a through d
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'specified in administrative guidelines, becomes more significant th'an

the_law itself.' One can argue that OEO's guidelines to amplify the.

legislative language of."maximum feasible participation" were mo-ce cigar
:

and important as to purpose, -titan the rather vague language of thq,Jaw..%

Daniel P. Mdynlhin'svritings are instructive in, this area.
-

If,tdministrat.iVe.,pidelines both.akplify. and deflect

legislative purpose, it is equally clear that FedereVadministrators at

ail levels further amplify and deflect: One4stute interviewee in the

Departhent Of Housing and Urban-Development noted that administrative

.,90.1.04

policy wit -tregard to citizen participation was used as an indulgence.
yr

That.is, in dealing with localities, the Federal administratdrtould

indulge the community's inattention to citizen participation in return
, .

for mare adequate performance in other areas. .In effect, the purpose of

citizen partfcipation policy in' such a case .was to, give the administra-

tor something trade with.

The variable ofVurpose has been dealt wit i carefully and

similarly in separate papers prepared by Daniel Fox and the Organization

for Social and Technical Innovation (OSTI) for 0E0.-f Virtually

identical,lists in-thepe,papers'suggeat the "golldWing as Otrposes o

citizen participation: (1) decentralizing governmental authority, ) ,

engineering the consent of the governed, (3) insuring equal protection'

to individuals and groupi through a watchdog Citizenry, (4) dform'Of
. .

1
therapy to cure alsenation and other social diseases of our time, (5)

employing, residents so as to "humanize" services., .-(6) creaiing cadres
. Q 4

of anti- rioters, ,(7) building a Constituency for the program, and (8)
.,

--C
.

redistributlng power and resourtes.

16
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While it may be.generIlly presumed that a program's pu rpopesare'

.. .

embodied in the law," the-experience with regard to citizen partfcipation

is Very different. ExcApt in the ease:of.the EconomiC Opportunity Act
..

.. .

/
and,ihe Model Cities legislation (and di/en in these cases) there is

.-

...bittle
.

or no legislative language with regardto citizen participation'
.

-.. . ,

_
Eve if adi niseratiVe policies go beyond legislative language and give,

A1 :..k.

some .0clention.to citizen-/ parti icipation, one is still left with the
, 1

.

. .

fiiding that policies for participation atthe Federal level are mis-
.

,.,

understood, piecemeal and erratic in their implementation. °Oneqs over -

.

1 ,

whelmingly impressed with the degree Of hdnidistrative discretion in
,

this area. And one is even more impresaedwith the apparent
) . ,

' differences in purpose which' various administrators attach to the idea.
'.--

of citizen,participation. And there are indeed administratcirs -who see

no puippse 'in if at all. As7 a final note- of description with, regard to .

. - .
,-

purpode, it Was apparent thit everederal official,inierviewed per-. ,,f'
ceived a lessening of interest, in citizen participation on the part of

.
the Nixon administration._ This wa§.despite the almost total lack of

1,
V 9

Citiesany hard .evidence t_ o sulT
.

rt.-this perception. (TheModel Cities

Program is the outstanding exception, in;that qeW'HUD memorandA'issued
. ,. ,

.
t

.

in May 1969 were viewed as very damaging to Certain existing citizen
-

participation arrangements.) If-the reader is confused by this per-
.. ,

ception, he must.remember that.to Federal'officials. of any sophistic,tion

\--::,..,

the notion of citizen participation.is in part a .euphemism for the
,

.

sharing of program authority with the:black community. Federal` staff

apparently do not see-such a sharing of authority as a high priority item
. .

..--=''
.

. ...

in the Nixon administragdn.
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In the next section we will,:examine some definitions of citizen,

of participition,of neighborhood and of representati on. After that,we, .
will examine Federal practices with regard to 'participation in three

categories of activity: agencies having'legl.slative- or administrative

policy calling fOr citizen participation; the cofmunity Action and'

.M,odel, Cities E-rograms; and,agency,
'

programs taking cognizance of Com-
.

munity Action or Mode/ City vehicles in order to secure participation.,

The closing section Of the paper will coAment on the current state of k

, , . . .

citizen participation policy as well as recommtndatione'for policy

development.

The material-for the study was gathered 'through personal inter-,

views with Federal manageMent personei in the Office of Economic

Opportunity; the Department ort'abor, the Department of Housing and

Urban Development, and,the Department of Health,EducaEion and Welfare.

All personnel were based in the San Francisco regiOnal office of their

respective agencies and were connected to programs which operated at the

1

city level. These folir agencies are not inclusive of agencies interested
t

in citizen participation..,' The Department of Agriculture hps policies

4..

'on citizen involvement which pre-date most of,thi agencies being looked,'
..

.

.
.

at. There are other agencies which.are not included, such as the,Smali

Business "Abelministration, the Economic Development Administration, and

the.Community Relations Service of the Department of ,Rittiqe, all of

-which deliver resources of great importance to needy citizens. There

I
are also agenOles such[is the Buread of Public Roads whose resources can

cause serious Idis'advantageas well as advantage. Another notable

omission isthe Selective Service System whose "Little Groups of Neigh-
.

0
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bqrs" (see March 1969 issue of Trans-Action) have brought into focus

certain ironies and injustices in-the use of citizen participants tq

administer a national'polkcy at the local level.

However, the four.agenc4es selected represent the heart of tile:

"

'Federal systerescapatity to deliver resources to those in need at the.

local level. Furthermore they represent four of the five agencies which

have been realigned by the Nixon administration so, that their regional-

boundaries are coterminous. is precisely with the agencies that 0:

mutual', #,conceived approach to citizemparticipatAn may be advilable.

This oli*ftin section.has suggested that citifen participation.is-
r

:

of many parts and'' definitions. A major focus of this pad.per will be'to

capture these definitions as they are part of, and tpp ear to influence,

Federal programs. In defining citizen participation .as' the focus 'of -the

Study, we were attracted to differences in localities, differing Federal.

policies and differingperceptiOnt of purpose as ways of explaining

variations inotitizen participation. IThe paper will include materials,

reflecting these differing policies and differing senses of purpose as

viewed by regional Federal personnel. Th is section' of the study will be

nfortufiately saLientwith regard to patterns of participation as seen

4

locally.
9
Until the fodal vantage point is incorporated, it is clear that

any policy recommendations must be speculations not grounded in the.

crucial diMen sion of live locally based experience.
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". SEL.LION. I

AN ANALYSIS °OP. KEY CONCEPTS

A. WHO IS A CITIZEN?'

,This paper defines a 1vCitiz n as one whose current condition

makes him the subject for Federal efforts at resource distribution. He- 0 0

defined as someone 'who Might be- potentially disadvantaged as a

resources. The pose of this co structedresult of the use

:definition of a itizen is to narrow the field to partiqula kinds of
_ .

-- -' a , ' ..

,

a -s .-.
,persons who upon Closer inspection turn out to be,,,largely poor, largely

3 ' ,
minpity group, an often largely both. If one accepts the current

data that most poor re notjainority group, and. minority group members

are not poor,'then it...is reasonable to argue that in one sense this

definition of "citizen"'draws its defining_ circle around too few people,

and yet in'another sense we have included inside the circle many who

ought not to be'there,

The de'finflEion problem' is noeasy. .A January 1966 publication

of the Unified States Conference of Mayors showed its biases in favor of

a different kind of citizen. In commenting on the reqUirement of the
'7r

Economic Opportunity Act for citizen participation, the Conference of

Mayors pbblication noted:

"It has become'clear that the areas to be served in any
city contain families,of various income levels and it is
often the stable citizen in iuch'areas who most often has
the time and the motivation to volunteer first for com-
munity action. The steady'arid stable steel worker,, postal
'Clerk or fireman who is 'active in the affairs of the old
neighborhoolLwhere'he lives-is a link to_his poor neighbori.

20 /
.

t

.
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They know him and he can often get them involved when
a.professional staff petson or social worker cannot."

,, .

.

0Epprogramiiilight accept the "steady and'stable steel'wOrkerutf

_

he were'black or brown as-well
kv

as steady and stable. Model Cities might

,
.

have less difficulty. with his color if he were Pdemacratically selected"

by area residents. The Department of-Health,-Education and Welfare, to
. .

.
.

. . .

matters, pertaining to the organization and delivery of health services,-

might see him as a "consumer representativW.and also,,if he were

black or brown, as a' reptesentative of the poor.

4
For the purposes of meeting Federal guidelines there wou'llA

appear to be less desirable and more deSirable citizens. Most

desirable would be,the combined characteristics of black or brown anal',
r.

poor. If one of these qualities had to be=surrendered.it would .,44 that

of poverty. In return foethis, some age9.cies mould then define. an-
r

acceptable citizen 'as one of color wha,appears.to have some bona fide

connection.to those .who are,both poor and of color. ,The4east desir-. .

..

.,.

able person from,the point of how well .fie fits" this notion of citizen

would be one who is simply poor without being of color. There are,of'.1-.

course, exceptions to this hierarchy of citizens,. These might occur.-"--

.

where the citizen holds membership in..snother group, whiCh is of devalues
,..

4
status and this group is a fbcus for Federal, program intervention, 'A-

-.
. 0, ._

.

.'llholloWn resident from'Appalachia, br a"poor older adult from anywhere, .

would be examples of a devalued citizen. In qther instances the values
;

of the administering Federal agency or official,-might fevOr the fh-

elusion of non-minority "Citizens" as,a priority, to demonstrate that'

integrated citizen participation' bodies are possible.-

' .
21
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a

Given this hierarchy of citizens some further specifications f:

our definition of A citizenis in order. The ideal citizen .eeec'cls one
. ,

,who is bOth.disadvantagedgan disconnected for (or inadequately to)
-

major institutions. By being of color and poor he faces double 1.t0;ardy.

in our society. But even if he is of color 'without being poot.. , th -

4

still seems an assumption that he-is disconnected, and ..therefaxe

Worthy target for citizen participation efforts.

The reader may find these definitions of "citizen" Very fluid

and unsatisfactory Partially, it is a result ofour refusingto age

settle for a deificition'of-citizen which.,is so ielusive as to b

a

meaningless'. The citizen who is the ,target of Fe era] involvement '
,,.

.
. ..., 4 I

Oi r.

efforts is not ever man. He is a specific segment of the-population '... 4

.

whose participation can be instrumental in achieving certain purpages.

. i
.t..

Followingthe Fox-OSTI analysis (see he-purposes of eizen
, .

participation may be described as.seek9,& to:
,
.(a) decrease alienatlon, -.

.
i.

,(b) engage the "Sick" individual (rather thhn he "sick" societp,, (c) r *
. ,

create an organiZed societal force capable of protecting.aggrieyed

. AK k
: -' - .

groups-, and winning for them a fairer share of resources, andi(d),develbp
.

.
. ,.

.

. .0 -
,,.a constituencTandoengineer its consent- . ,.

-. .4 /- **
. . .

e

..

In this kind of purposeful world where people,are used as ."

40-instruments, 41and not because their involvementintrinsically to:be.
_1.......`

-,

yalued,.itdg,no acciderit that the citizen We emerge with as the target
a -...

of Federal participation policies is one who is of minority status or

; .

.-

. .
::: ..1 -

7
poor or, ideally, both. jVot stirprisingli he is the vbry

ci'

tizerywho has
4 .

.--, 4 _,. :
, 5110TA1 the least propene ety for past invorivament in thorgani!zed 1.ife

. . . . .

.
.

of his community . 19hether his Jack g prior involveme
1,

. ,

p communal .

.-pe.,
)i. .- ;, / .
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life is a'S'ymbol of his difficulties or a cause of his difficulties is not

.at issue here. Rather, it 'seems proper .to suggest that if Federal

/ policy did notidefine the disadvantaged and disconnected as the specific

-citizen they were interested in; Federal efforts at citizen involvement

a

would belikely to emerge with'tfie same citizen who has for so long

populatect4hevorld of voluntary social welfare - -the white, the affluent,
4

- and: the well-born.

We obviously -would not want this defidition of a "citizen" to he

inverted to -imply that anybody should be deprived of, his citizenship

k

rights because heis ncit poor, brown, black, or other-Wise conceived tb be

disadvantaged.' On the contrary, we assume thatthose noi'included in our

'definition axe in abetter position to.assert their rights and will --f"-')

continue. to --do so through various po itiCale economic and social'

channels. We have focusSellon mnarrow defihition of Citizen, because

4

it is this ci4.zen who is.the'current object of so many Federal -efforts,
. .

and it is this citizen that is implied in the current 'usage of "citizen'

carticipation."

B. PARTICIPATION

#

.
A number of interviewees cited difficulies in getting local

public.officials to agree to provide for citizen participation if the

'participation was to includythd*e,who were poor
.1t

and/or of color. Clthtrs
-.s.

.

r.
=4--

cited the difficultylin making -contact with the "right" citizens. put

.
onlyone interviewee, a blaCk bfficial;.sUggested that the concept of

.
participation as currently promulgatdd in most Federal. programswaS

,-- .

,not worth t

,11.rt, local program coalitions might have the effect of blunting

ame. He suggested that participation by black leadership

"-

s

1
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vertidg the "black revolution." i
9

..,

Any follower of, developments in Federally funded.prOraMs, since
i

the days of the 'xivenile Delinquency Demonstration programs some seven
, .

years ago, will not be surprised at ,this black man's rejection 'of-

coalition as a legitimate structure for black participation.' In `another

paper (AlP Journal, July 1969) thisWriter has argued that ederafpro-
,...

grams emphasizing citizen involvemerit haN)e.mOved from coalition to

adversary forms of participation. 'These participation PatterAs may be

graphically captured in the lollowingmenner:

t
A

) Stage A . POlicy Advisory and/Or izen Advisory
(Citizen . Advisors ) 'Group Ad Hoc Relations Group'

St 4 ge:B

(Citizen Coalitions)
(4-' r 4S

Policy
Group

A Coalition of Public
Officials 'And "Citizen".

1Represetaltives 4

Stage C
.141;

(Citizen-Control)

Public
Agency
Body

Separated Autholity
and Potential
Advetsaries

"ClEiten".
Policy
Bod9

/

Fig. 2. Citizen Participation Patterns 0
7.

Coalition policy groups, as.rel3kesented i4mStage B of Figure 2,

0
may be a coalition of indiyiauals representing different points of view

or a more. formal coalition of differen ihterest groups (e.g public

X24_
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Igenciea', the citizenry affected by a program and general publid

interests). Such" coalitions are.,distinguished by the fact ,that control

...I.-,
. ,

over a program rests with the coalitiod's pOlicy group. Stage C
..- ,.

.(citizen control) reflects a situation where. a body dominated by citizen

e''

i .4-1.({5,4^ trirrt. ra2alli3 414, 4

..1. / 0 . -

. representatives has certain final oar preliminary authority. 'la the case
,

p

ro
of final authority, it,would be the citizen'dominated body which makes.

_

program galicy.. In the case of final authority, it would bethe citizen
9

9
. I

dominate4 body which makes program policy. In thp case of preliminary

authority, a public, body would be unable to act, on a policy decision

1
until appfoval had b6en received frOin the citizen'body. In this instance,

.
.

,...,

4 .,.

the citizen body and the public body become potential adversaries in.that

each body possesses separate pblicy authority,andmeither body. can act

withoat the-other.'

Materials developed by the Federal Executive Board Task,Force

tn Oakland and analytic Mate rials fromSpieg el and MittentRal (see

introduction) both suggested a, range of intensity to participation.
- .

. 4 ,

.-,

. .

bath analyses, he most "intense" forms,of participation were of the
.

"0- ,...

idversary (control) rather than the-coalition variety. GiVen the

currency.of separatist ideas in the black community, and the Rroblems
.:.

confronting .coalition forms of participation, one ought not be surprised

at the expressed fear amongst, black leadership of being "blunted and

diverted" gy participation in coalition structures. However. this

.

writer was aurprised that almost none of the over 40 white -officials

Interviewed expressed similar reservations about coalition forms of

participation.

. 25
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11. ;

,
ThetexplanatiOn may, be simple.,, Coalition policy bodies appear

to achieve certain key purposes; they appear to reduce the alienation of
,

those involved; they appear to increase the competince-and well-being of

it.'those.involved
(to the point where' participation in community decision:-

vs..

. .
has provided n important job ladder for Nero barticipants) <and

) , ..

they appear to ease the problems:of winning.consenfor.programss: In

4

411

t.

effect,',participation incouncils and polidy bodies'apPears to "cool

,.

out" and connect those involved in,preclieli the Way they were- supposed, . -
. . - ,-

t
, .-..

to. The literature ,of citizen participationas,filled,wigi references :

. .,
!".46,-

.

. ",
to Pygmalion -like storierr.of black and%hrownlea'dership. .,In faCt, much '1=1:

of clip literature winds up with a cavegt that participation which

4 S.

creates connection to the,"-establishment" can at-;the same time dis-
.

connect the, participant from the community0le is supposed to represent.

There -of course arejederal officialt who see change'as beihg

faciIiiatedlby abrasive citizen action, pr as one,put it, .counter- -
.

.

vailing poWer'.: But unless such officiaIS worked Ain the COmmUnity Action
--..

. ,

,

or Kodel Cities Program, they hid -little opportunley,,to move pdreici-
4 . . . t. a

,..- .

pation ,in theft- programs to adversary or 66qXention styles4nf relation-

.=.
. .

ship. In Some cases,-offiCials could guide their-ftogramsto take
. ., ,

. .. ,. ,
47 ,

greater cognizance of citizen-dominated neighbbrhood *moils or .model

cityb,dardS, add in so doing increase. the Influence of these groups over
,4 .

a variety of Federal programs.) But it .is the4are Federil-official

who wpilla guide his willingly irkv. situation-:Where cigzen-
. A-

dominated groups (e.g. Catimuldly Action di Model City egencies).cpuld
, v.

influence the expenditUreOf resources notjn their4rogra44omain.

It .iiilikely-that in-the pait few years both_Federal'offie

1

,
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,

. .

and "citizen" leaders have become fat more sensitive to the prerogatiVes

Involved in different types of participation. Outside of the Community'

Action, and Model Cities programs, most participation is of the advisory-

4 , .

consultativ . variety. This seems partibufarry so When the local grantee
kc - . .

6

V''",
is a public agency such as a school system, ani.eMPloy service, a

. ,

department of welfare, etc. However., there-is dbme evidence that

advisory groups composed solely of citizen types (such as an Urban

Renewal Project Area Committee, or.-a Public HousIng'Tenants Council) can

be at least as effective in pressing for change as neighbOkood repre-

sentatives.perticipating in coalition bodies. Thus the intensity of

influence does not necessarily move inA,linear fashion from advisory

relatiOnships, to shared policy fupctions, to control. In its capacity

to hold to a neighborhood (or "citizen"). point o view, the all-"citizen"

advisory group may be more effective than policy-making coalitions which
:

inaude a minority of "citizen" inteiresti.''

fn reviewing interview materials, we -are impressed with the

great'confusibn and. amkiguity existing amongst-Federal officials around'
41,4v *

the concept of partidipation Few.ner,sonnel seem aware of the range' of -

options covered by the iitea of participation. Few'agencies have any

, working definition as te wIlat participation ought to involve. Almost

all agencies prefer to leave thes'e definitions to local communities, and

are prepared to act as ,a broker between the local community and citizen .

) groups when faced with complaints- In_the area of defining,karticipation,

as in every other area connqdted to the idea of citizen participation,

Federal administration by exception prevails. That Federal
4 '

peponnel appear to steli-clear of the area unless specific except on

2 7
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is taken by a local group.. In-such cases of exception,thekrevailing

O.

Federal.pattern ofresponie, is to alert:the local agency to the problem

and ask that they deal with it.

In the area of participation, as In other kiAdred areas,_ the
.

. . '4.

experience, policy, and level of.staff concern-in the Community Action

and Model City programs appear to'be of their own category.__pnly these

two programs appear to have given-serious thoUghe to the provision of

stipends to citizens to facilitate their participation. the Community

Action Program.has a well developed set of policieq_concerning stipends
cs

for participatten, and many local CAA agencies routinely build such costs
. 4A1.

into-their budgets.
,

The last comment on this issue cdncerns the difficult queition of

quality of participation. A number of interviewees report that the
-

actual 'state of participation is different than its public image.

Participation tends to be charaCterized as superficial, sporadic and

t-'
061often willing to leave policy-making tq.agency professionals. In t

40h
s

respect, participatiowmongst minority group and poor people may differ

little from what we have known about participation by other segments of

our population..

The-obvious disappointment with which certain Federal personnel

related their observations about participation may'indicate the need to

establistnew expectatiOns about how people participate.ihcommunal life.
e_

Federal policies ought to be developed with ehe.xecognition hat

. participation for'all people is a sometimes thing, and that 'there is a'

'generiWendency to defer to professional expertise. Given these and

other cautions, aedneies may continue to develop participation policies

"

-
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. V
whichaccord with experience, rather than-unreal expectations. 1

C. -2s1CHBORHOOD

. .

t A Department of Labor Handbook for the' Concentrated Eppldyment

l'6,-PrograhE (CEP) reads: "The CEP citizen participation structure must have .

...

clear and direct access to the decision-making process of the CEP so that '44-1!t-
;6! :,:.

.

.'..4. ftne neighborhood views:. can influence policy, planning and program

emphasis)mp
e

, .
A Department of Hdusing and Urban Development circular dealing .

with "the Social Goals for' Public Houiing.,Ycalls4drIgzeatly expanded

,partiepation of tenants in Project management affairs, and programs

41.
'designed to strengthen the self- sufficiency of tenantel."'"Managernene

AhoUld...work with tenants in,partnership to create a sense of

community in the project, to promote citizenship, and to encourage

tenants to put down roots and assume aresponsiterole in project

affairs."

A Department of Health; Education and,Welfare Guideline for the

. .

development Of Comprehensive Health Services Projects asks tit "projects
- v

should insure that residents of the target area will have decision-
... - . .,

aakingioles n the planning, development and operation of the project,. .-

Including ape and personnel selection." (our emphasis)
1.
/

A . - ,

-Ail'0E0 pamphlet on Neighborhood Centers' states; "The Neighborhood
- . - , i ',.;

.
.Centot's first task. is to engage and involve neighborhood people in its

5---

.

'planning, operations-, and development, Cediers muse build, on a solid
.

is .-

h.ase.of neighborhood involvement ind.resident participation....The board "-

.
r (of a neighborhQod.center) can also include non-poor residents OPthe

40
neighborhood who are.tommunity leaders and professj.onal people." '

4-

' 9
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In building a casejor the centrality of the neighborhood concept .. ,.

in Federar polity, one ought not to avoid the obvious by omitting the
I .

,

.legislative phrase rmaximun feasible involvement of groups and 'areas to be
. .

. ..--

,''served." The insertion of "groups and areas" rather thin "of-the poor"o
1, ,

-

(which is the-Common
..

perversion) may_have been happenstance, or it may
..

.

have been conscious recognition that to talk of meaningful involvement,

-is to talk of-collectivities ofgpeople. Most oftenthat collectivity is
.

_.
.

formed-because people share a comp n grievance, or-because they share

a cdthmon status (such as being'a evalued minority group) whose probability

of grievance-is high. In the case of deValuedminorities, the neighborhood
'

becomes the Most likely locus of the collectivity.

There is.a temptation to suggest that the notion,Of citizen'
4.1*

participation can only be understood_in'AeWfcollective connotation.. The

argument might run as follows: We began by talking about diitonnection

and disadvantage as characteristic of the "citizen" that Federal pOlicy

has 1i6Aind; we then suggested that .amongst those who were disconnected

and disadvantaged the black poor were ideal targets for involvement. We

further 'suggested that'where programs had to choose betty en black and,

Ppoor, they would tend toochoose black; and lastly we noted that the
5t 5

nation of involvement-or participation ha* taken on, a collective

connotation. After all the euphemisms and cirtumlocutiobs are stripped,

away we to be talking about residential enclaves marked by the

density of their black or brown IPopulations. Thisii the importancd.and
-

the visibility of. the "neighborhood" or the "target area" as ideas when

-

Federal policy addresses itself to,issues of citizen involvement:

Those'familiar with the Model,Cities.and Community Action Programs

.3O'

I.
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i .

will recognize the cogency of ,the above argument. Even observers ofe .

9

urban renewal, public housing, comprehensive health centers, concen-
/ .

.

il

Crated employment and a variety of other Department of Labor effats will

recognize that calls fot citizen participation have their best fit td

t _ areas with,high concentration of low-income, black and brown.families.
-.

-

But there are other Federal efforts where the minority,group neighborhood

is but a portion of'the program's focus. Such programs include

Community Mental Health Centers with their "catchment areas" of

75,000 to 200,000 HUD 701 Planning Grants, and various titles under the

-Elementary-and Secondary Education Act.

In a recent issue of Trans-Action (June 1969); Martin Rein rioted

6

the anomaly that national policy will need to simultaneously aim at

breaking and building the-ghetto. Model Cities efforts, OEO's Neighbor
.

;

hilda Centers, anacComprehensive Neighborhood.Hearth Centers essentially

_aim atbuilding the ghetto, or at least at improving the quality of life
o."

inside its walls. In such programs, it seems reasonable to expect that
.1..,.

.
.

calls, or citizen participation will be addressed to collectivities of
. .

people-ins e the min ity group neighborhood. Other_programs are more ,,

: concer ed, with commUnitpAde problems, or 'with' problems which are,;ilot

4isproportionately visitsd onithe poor and the black; these, programs

might well be acting inapOropriately,if they were to focus their

citizen involvement efforts on neighborhoods of poor black and brag;

people.

It* ,

In al.eArlier part of,thiSPaper it was suggested that program'

"purpose" was an' independent variable influencing patterns of citizen

parti4pation. In this section on neighborhood it is suggested that

31
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_

some, Federal programs have as their purpose the enhancement of life

inside the minority grout neighborhood. In.suchprogiams it seems likely

that Federal policy will come to e frequently to define participation as

-.. .

a collective concern of-the neighborhood.

FederaA programs pay, arri

.1

at a point of - clarity in their
`t

policies where it is mandated-that oCal programs deal with neighborhood.

collectivities when the purpose is n ighborhood!enhancement. But once

having arrived at the neighborhood as the focu for their involvement,

there remains the large issue of who tb involve in the neighborhood.

,

Some of these issues are currently bein taced as Federal agencids

decide to deal with,or to bypalt 1.oc.alMbdel-Cit'Y agencies. A baSic
rl

,

issue for Federal policy in programs,.aimea at particular neighborhoods
(

is, whether-to-S4ppOrt,a quasi -governmental\unit able to speak for the
A

-neighborhood,' or whether to fragment (by design or inad vertently) the
, .

-. .- .

leadership of neighborhood. by building separate policy-making/

advisory constituencies for each program.
.

. .

With the advent of 'the. Community Action Program there was an
4 _ ... . 4

ill -fated attempt in tome .communities to develop_ the CAA as the
_.

,

,-.
sanctioning deviee foi all Federal inputs affecting pobr petple. lin'

t

. most cases,CAAs were simply not aggressive enough in developing their

a

potential sovereignty; in other gases Federal agenc Xironically at s.

times inclpding other partsof the 0E0) refused to recognize the CAA

as an approprAtelocal sanctioning agent for FederaL efforts.

- -

Under-a- Somewhat different charge (concern for a neighborhood,

.

. -144

rather, than for all poor people) the Model City agency has set out with

thehope of being soverAign over Federal resources coming into the--"'.
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local neighborhood. The result is,notlearr.but current experience.

suggests tHit most,Federal agencies will continue to fostgr the'establish-
,,

ment of separate neighborhood pblicY,Iroups, and to,bypass the Model. -.

City agency when it suits their funding needs.

In the Spring of 1968 this Writer was party to an interesting

attempt by the West Oakland Plannine Committee ,(theOakland Model

Cities Citizens Structure) to bring together six Federal agencies to ask'.

whether these agencies would recognize a veto over Federal inputs into
1 01

the West Oakland Model.City area. ilhe six agencies (0E0, HUD, gm,

EDA and CRS of the Department of Justice ) al,l`heded,,the r respo4ses in

such a6way as to.indicate_they 'would reserve-1 to themselves) or to their

s

.local clients, the decision as-e$A4hether to be guided.,by a_veto of the '
,

West Oakland Model City group.,

There-may well be negative consequences to allowing a single

neighborhood group to determine the extent and kind of Federal activity in

a neighborhood. The moat negative of consequences(assuming that

gration remains a national goal) would be a growing stake by such a

,

neighborhood group in the-conOinued separation of the area as a planning

-'and 14rig-kity. Onecan speculate that the growth and strengthening

of a single powerful neighborhood governing mechanismAill create the

.

same, kind of stake in fragmentation ikichplagues so-,many other areas of

L."-'---. e _

' our public li4e. On the other hand, deagng.with a single neighborhood
.

%

mechanism by all Federal agencies woAlid be 'n important 'step tol.)ard,the'
.

,

$.-

creation of neighborHood units which would be key links in any effort at

. .

decentralizattonOf government beyond the city level.

,

If one purpose4of citizen participation it-the redistribution of

33
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poiyer and the creation of units which can help to secure more equal

preeection,"ihen Federal pOlicy supportive of
r

a
,

single powerful neigh-

borhood group would,seem appropriate. But asauggested earlier,-power--

redistribution and the facilitating of equal protection for disadvantaged

t,"

groups, may'Wotkcurrently be an important purpose of Federal citizen

participation, policies. ,Nqx is it a purpose without risk in that the

balding of a single neighborhood egoverning structure may further

increase and'harden racial separatism.

D. REPRESENTATION

In `a 'let responding to Reverend Abernathy during the 1968

Poor People's Campaign, HEW's Secretary Wilbur Cohen pointed,out that

HEW intend :d to establish "an advisory committee composed of recipients

and cAer eedy persons;to consult with the Social and Rehabilitation

Servic . 11
In his following sentence, Secretary Cohen captured the

dilemma which confronts every Federal'agency'dealing the the problems

'of representation. Secretary Cohen wrote: "We have already identified

several persons among members of the poorPeoplaPirCaMpaign whom we

intend to invite to serve on such a'committee. seek the: help,

,

of-lhe Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the National 'Welfare,
_.

Rights-Organization, and other appropriate. organizations..,." 'On the

one hand-Secretary Cohen ap'peared*to want control by having-his agency
#

s.

.identify potential representatives.' But in addition, he wanted the

advisory committee to have legitimacy in the.poor7 black community, and

thus indicated his willingness't6seek representatives who had a
A %

constituency.

34
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4

4

At the looal'level, Secretary, Cohen'i Oemmers generally rer ,

-,:i

r
.

\solved through the grantee agency selecting thdse i feels are repro
, .

,

tentative. Thus onelOffice'ofEducation respon
,

building a local citizens

asked to identify Parnts

committee, a school

who can effectively

way, nominees for advisory.committees on Tit
, -

selected by school parent groups.,

The Regional Office of the Department of Housing and

reported that' in-

principal' is-generally

participate. In the same

ESEA pilograms may be

roan

Development reported some 25 Project Area Committees (citizen! advisory

604'
groups)-es part of urban renewal programs. ..But, it also reported that

pe r

such advisory committees were always selected by-the local-redevelopment

agency, sometimes based upon'the advice of neighborhood'Organizations..
A , ..

1:4,

The -revailing model of picking represehtative c4izen_participants seems
- ,-

,

patterned after the process by which many -appointive city\commissions are
,t4

,,,,

chosen. The chief executive makes his choice guided by a complex of

-,-, ,,-
, 4Ai* _

factors: the desire to get "good" people, the desire to paydrganizational

deba, and the desire to connect constituency groups to his administration
.

Respondents in i4j;, in partied-Tar, - reported periodic complaints

with regard to the issue of representativeness: Local groups apparently
.

0
,:,7,'

seek to involve.HUD as. an'arbiter-in protesting tilt make-up of citizen
1,

,..

.advisory groups. All HUD resO endentvere of aiingle voice-. in saying
v?

. , i,
....._ '

that they were careful not to intervene hen questions were raised about'
,

.
.

the character of;.locel, representation. One noted that'"V.C. has,watned
, 0 . ,.. 4

_ .
the Region ta:never get in the issue of which' is the 'representative

. , Joe
. , ,

local group." _HUD inv4riably views.the legitimacy of representation as a

matter for.local concern. This po4icy even seeded to prgvail in the

4,440i"

35.
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Model Cities Program with its f4r greater emphasis on citizen involvement,

and its policy guideline that '!the, leadership (of the citizen partici-

pation structure), must donsist of peroons'whom neighborhood residents.
. .-:

._ accept as represeting their interests," ''
.

.,--/.An interesting example of the way in which Federal staff becomeS

"double agents" in this matter of representation was the,stafflmember

who told a complaining local NAACP dh pter that choice of representatiVeS

was to be determined within the Howeverl-since"the complaint, this

Same official has made a practice of alerting the NAACP to the impending
*I,

form4tion of citizen groups so--they could put pressure on the meylr for
.

/
-1,; "jrepr4sentation. - i

,- / ',
,. ..

As in_other aspects nil...citizen participation, the 0E0 experience

seems to reflect the most careful and penetrating thought about the

problems of who is "representative," The Cbm unity Action- PiOgrim

Guide states" the following:
*

-
_

,

. .

"In the selection process, there should be maximum .

. r possible involvement of the groups and persons to be
,represented. The selection- process should/be de-
signed to encourage the uqe, whenever-feasible, of
traditional democratic approaches and techniques,
such as group forums and discussionS; nominations
and balloting. Th s wi I minimize the passibility,
that 'a representative'd es not command the support

)of confidence of the r up or. area that he re resents."=
.

Relatively large t unities with sizeable. bla k popUlations

a

,

'were the most likely, in 0E0's,early experience, to hold elections,, In. --

most cases the voter turnouts were disappointingly small, and 0 0 began

to. discourage t use of Federal funds to support local electibqs of
7 r._

7
representatives to Comdunity Action Agency boards. On its face, the

validity of an election as a means of securing "true" representation
.

) .1

.1
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.

.

could.not be countered. Model City agencies in the West almOSt a ways
. .

,turned to elections 'asthe most acceptable device for securing repre-
-.'

,sentaaon.' Interestingly; the percentage of turnouts in Model Cities

electio0 were.markedly better than thoce4in electionalheld by Community

Action Agencies. And the C ommunity Action' Program staff report that big'

city CAAs currently tend to get their citizen representatives through an

.-."*"." election process, while smaller cities and rural areas resort to

selection of representativesby-public bodies rather than through

ti

. :`

election.

In its early concerns with-the issue of "representativeness" the

CAP seemed to behoving tOward:seCuring 4constituency for a repre-
,

. I.

sentative. This idea of a constituency dovetailed with-the relatively,
A 4/

large expenditures that Community Ac ion Agencies were, making on

neighborhood organization activities. The thought.was that organized,.

neighborhood groups (such as councils, tenant groups,Jocal action groups,

etc.) would select their own,zepresentatives to sit on Community Action
.

boards. These neigiiborhood"groups would in turn act-ati:a constituency

for the-representative; they would hold him responsible for repre-
,

senting neighborhood degires to die larger community. OEO respondents

reportthat there is still interest in bpildtha co nstituemcies for a

.

representativk. but that, generally, OEO appears to show much legs con-.
.

.r .

?cern with the whole issue of representation.. 'Covertly, there. seems a
/.

-- ,

feeling amongst OEO staff.hat in large cities, the.organiked black .,

.

community will be able to take care of itself with regard to insuring

that it is represented on CAA boards.

The expressed feeling of a HUD - respondent that the Nixon

3Z
4

4

o
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administration wanted programs to deal with "responsible Negroes," con-

trasts sharply with a February 1968 0E0 memorandum on Title ID, Special

Impact Programs. This memorandfim notes that, 4n sefecting grantees:.

"No significant group of neighborhood peoplt 'Mould be
.left out. Failure to involve the moderate and more
conservative elements of the-ghetto community will
seriously handicap the organization's ability to gain
the. confidence of the'cimmunity at large 'and to take
advantage of outside tale' s and business
Failure.todinclude the milita 'elements of ti4 com-
munity will leave the project vulnerable to disruption
by these elements. -Thus, unless the group is broadly__
representative, it will-fall prey to splits and

4 schisms within. the community and may fail as a result."

In rlournal article (Social Work, forthcoming), this 'writer. .

concluded that any'aitemPt 1)y white leadership toaetermi'he who rePresents

th6 black community automatically makes that representation,suspect.

That conclusion seemed to fit the emerging Model 9eties Progiam. In

feeling, it undoubtedly still represents organized Mack reaction to

attempts by whites to select black representatives. But the greater
/ :..

,..
.

. .

'part
,

of ourrent experience in Federal programs still reflects patterns

Hof selection of representatives by established agencies rather than

election by neighborhood citizensnd groups.

Alinal pertinent commentary on this issue of representation

steMt'from the experience of one black Federal official in. dealing with
aF

'atabst all -white communities. He reports, that when he raises the issues

of participation and representation, the response(borderscon the 6

4
..-

incredulous, aa if to ask -"Who do you think the elected officials in

?)-this community represent It recalls the private former
3.

.

key official of HUD that "att election is a form of citizen participation."
:10-

Of course,it ie. Our political system is eftbedded'in concern for

MI

30°
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,

popular rule. But to imply-that new approaches to participation and
- ,

representation are unnecessary is to ignore the futility and anger that

many feel in their inability to have their voices heard in community

/decisions whIch affect,them.

'
.

7 . ,

0

er.

1

17,

a

Aft
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-SECTION-II

tift

POLICY DESCRIPTION/AND ANALYSIS

IIn.-this section we will 110k in some detail at citizen

.

p*ticii-
..... . I

patidn in specific..goVernment pr grams. If one grants the uniqueness of

citizen involvement in the Co

4

unity-Action and Model Cities Programs it

is useful:to consider theTo icies and practices of Federal programs in
,

three different categories:

(1) programd-having legislative
for citizen participation,

or adminiAtrative policy' calling

(2) the Community A-ction and.Mo4e1 'Cities Programs and,

4
(3) Federal TolicieS affecting prograudelivery to Communities

having Community ActiOn Rr.Model Cities Program';.

A. .PROGRAMS tIAVAIGLEGISLATIVE OR ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY CALLING FOR
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION.

la Department of Health, Education and Welfate,

. Health :Services' Projects.

guidelines for Publicliealth ServiceJprogramssuse the' languap of citizen
: .

pfrticipation; even though the basic law does not\ .Guidelines for grants

under Section314(e) orthe Public Health Service Act

The.various administrative

-4

.4ft

"desirable characteristics of4comPrehensive health seryiCe,,,projqOpte 1.,c,w
ett"*0. "..;

(include).,.. use of residents Of,.the.target pgpulation making

planning and working.roles.i4Under a separate section of this guideline

.11131fte

,-
-4 _..-

headed !'community participation" applicants are told that they "should'

.
..,.J -,

....make provision for-the active participation and'Ovice of residents
, _.

,.-
. r -=:- .

.

and;pra itioners from the project..area in:defining changing needs, special

.'1`A HEW s.*,4..tf ember pointed out thatproblems and majoi gaps in serviceg.."

ft
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while.the guideline made no'reference to percentagekon participation,

they would considera,policy group having one -third of its membeeshipf QM
/

,

the target area as "too small." The guideline is also very specific w th
. .

. ,

T
,. .

Tegard to training and tareer development T...for esidInts from the "service
_

,-.

area. " - The applicant project is told'that It should...establish program

linkages with high priority national programs, such as Model Cities and

^

Neighborhood Service Programs:"

ApplicarIftunder Sectiong-314(b) of the Public Health-Service Act

for Areawlde.Health Planning Grants are told that eligible aplificants must

have boards of directors or advisory councils with a majority of their

membership drawn frorr; "consumers of health services broadly reflecting

.,
geographic, socio-economic and ethnic groups in the area."''(Itithe new

.0.....
-...

,-
/.

language connoting America's group differences, 'apparent* Negroes have
Aw *. . A ts

become an ethnic rather than a.racial category.)

'Section 314(a) guidelines tor Comprehensive Health Planning Crahts

-to Stites also includes a variety,of language alluding to citizen partici-
*

. .

pation. The 'State grantee is told that. dt must establish a State Health

Planning Council whose membership should "reflect the st ndeographic a socio-
.

economic distribution of the State's population and ---;Ziusild include repre-
.

sentatives Of minority groups." States are also told that "consumer

representatoiVes thust constrtute,,A majority 5)t- the Council memliership:'.
, . .

. -..,1 , ;
14.

In-i 1967 statedint on. the Partnership for' Health°Program, the
,
,

.

Surgeon Geneial cited "involvement of the indigenous population, both in

4 .

the'planPing and the implementation of projects" as a priority item.

,

-.t.- - r ,
/1"

Not surprisingly, the guidelines for Rat Contiol Projects under
,

P.L.,89-749 asks grantees to "develop proceduredfor.invoivement of .

4'1
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. ,

residents and property owners in planning and program activities to help

bringabout citizen understandiriv, participation, and.support7"

It is apparent, that the language of citizen participation has

found a prominent place in administrative guidelifies issued under various,
o

health service programs. The language is not prescriptive in terms of

what "good" citizen partidipation is supposed to look like, and the

language is careful to distinguish citizen involvement as desirable rather

than mandatory. As underlined in a previous paragraph "should" rather than

"must" is the-term used. (As one who has on many occasions labored Over

the wording of Federalmemoranda, I am aware of the importance attached to

a "must" over a '!ahould" or a "could ".).

It is interesting to note HD/1.s introduction of the concept of

( "consumers," interchangeable rth-or perhaps inplace of "target area

f,'residents" or "citizens.",,In these Hea141 Services programs, HEW adminis-

--

.
trative policy has provided a'larOoot in the doqr to be used by officialsloo

who cat'e about the issue of citizen participation.

Respondents o he Regional Office felt that the Department's

Division of Health Card SOvices is very supportive of citizen involvement

efforts in the Health tare Program. They cited grants in Oakland and in

New York City, both of which went to community corporations, as evidence

of the department "s willingness to become deeply involved with cit izen

participation. In Oakland the grantee is a citizens' consumer corppration

whose 'policy board Is comprised of twelve black residents of the West

Oakland neighborhood.
=

4 f.:-.'
.

.Despite the use of community corporations for.two of their most

visible gran ts, Health Services-staff admit to having no explicit model

42 .



of what good'citizen partic

"We know when we want more,

HEW.health service's

36

ipation is. As

but we are not

personnel seem

one re-spondentcharatterized it,.

10%
sure of What more is..

particularly pleased at their

success in insisting that "consumer"representatives have the right to-
. , -vi . .

influence the hiring of professional. personnel. The assumption seems ,tO
,

be thrt if Federal poliaes can win entre for neighborhood people in the

hiring of physicians, there is little else that would be outside their .

purview.

The Federal personnel spoken with were keenly aware of the pdlicy

implications of medical services decentralized bi a neighborhood basis.

While they would, refer to see health centers compatible with "ethniC

backgrounds," they still4da not know how to deal with the segregationist

implications of neighborhood based eve. In.the Western Region, Federal'

personnel cite Seattle and Oakland as polar positions with regareto the

issue of neighborhood. location. In

of the Model City Agency has made a

'tmainstreatmedicine; that is, the
. ,

. ;. to.
their accessibility 6 neighborhood people, as opposed to the Oakland -

I . .

demonstration of a virtually all-black)Clientele for a neighborhbod based
. ,?- ,

Seattle, the Health Services Task Force

specific recommendation in favor of

enhancement of central facilties and

health center.

The Federal health services personnel indicated their interest in

,securing approval for 'the payment of stipends to neighborhood people for

;participation on health center. b6ards. Apart from 0E0 and Model Cities

e,

ataff,-;-these HEW health personnel were the,only officials interviewedi4ho

.
appeared concerned with the use of money to facilitate neighborhood phttici-

paticin.

43
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b; CommunityMental Health Centers. The various public laws
0. .

pxoViding for construction and' developMentai grants for community mental

.

.

. e -
......

health centers make no-mention of citizen participation.' Thb literature

of the program appears strangely. silent. The dne discernible mention is

almost a parody of what citizen participation was like.in another era.

A brochure on Mental Health Centers, subtitled "incentive to community

action".says, "Planning for a mental health center Shoillci be op as broad

a base gs possible, involving all the major community leaders and organi-

rations... The mental health association as the citizens group represent-

ing the public should also be involved in the planning.

in addition, bring into this important planning process

Asiociations can,

other voluntary,

.groups." Parenthetically, it should'be noted that this,biochure was415

/
issued in 1964. :There is-much evidence,'In all Federal departments, th-it

°

Federal language with regard to citizen participation has'changed radically
°

in the past five yeirs.

The National Institute of Mental Health personnel- interviewed made ,

clear that despite the paucity af injunctions to citizen participation in

their guidelines, there is in fact a strong commitment..in this direction

by "NM. 'A May 1969 NIMH empltyee newsletter, boasted that "the present

high level of citizen involvement'in mental health is unprecedented in any

public health - field." The problem for the observer of Federal programi is

to.make some determination of what is meant by "citizen" and by "involve-

ment" are only dimly perceived. If the personnel involved were not so
A'

concerned and essentially dlcent, fhe citizen participation game as played

between_manr Federal agenciewd local grante&s, would appear as if in

a Kafka novel. -The dialogue might run as followsi



Federal Person:

Local:

Federal:

Local:

Federal:

38

J

We want 'Citizen participation,

What is it you really wah.

'Show us your-plan. (Local 'shows plan.)

What else do. you want?

We can't tell you,. It's your plan; but
this is not goodenOugh.

In the Community Mental Health Center Program, ataiffeel-that they-
a.

are in no position to turn down a grant because the grantee.is weak in the

area of participatibn. But in their pre-iiview meeting& with a potential

grantee NIMH staff let the grantee know that applications showing citizen -
.

participation will be more favorably reviewed.',Federal staff transmit

their interest in "having the Center involved with neighborhood associations

and other grass-roots groups. They appear to want the Center connected

,' to "ig-peopletose -respected in the neighborhood."

The Menial. Health Centers' program appears Are no definition

. of who is 'a "representative" or how-one gets him on a Center board. In

' essence they leave it to the locaAgency to define a citizen participation

, system, while prerably making it clear that they expect same such system

in each Center.

'
Thq net result of this kind of fluidity in nolicy'seemi'to insure

a variety of citizen participation patterns. It also ems to give the
. . , ! r

. ,

. ..e
opportunityFederal field person more items tO bargain with, more opportunity to

. a

impress his personal Values on a client agency. Interviewees indicate

that
,

theopOortunities in this kindof citizen participation system have

- been aggressively used by NIMH staff to further `participation.

45
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It should be clear that there are risks and opportunities inthis

kind of vague policy definition in the area of citizen participation: The

risks are that, Arough conspiracy or lack of interest, very little will.

happem. The opportunities arethat concerned staff andreceptive'grantees..

may evolve patterns which are.far more innovative than thosei-whia would

evolve under relatively rigid and unifortly interpreted guidelines.

e. Office of-Ettucation. A Senate' working paper on Title III o'

the Elementary. and Secondary Edudition Act notes that the title "invites

sdhools to step into a relatively unexplored area of community participation:

namely that ?f joint planning of school innovations." However, the working

Papers go on to point out that'the-langUage of the Act does n9tiemphasize

the community As such, or spell Out iahat might be meant by- public Partici-
+

pation. Parenthetically, to the writer of this. Title III vking paper

(not a Federal employee) community involvement appeared to mean PTAs,

"Dad's clubs," and "open houses" amongst others. Formal documents per-

tainingtaining to programs administered by the Office Hof Education do not appear

to take much greater, risks with their requirements or recomtendations for

citizen involvement. Title of, the amended Vocational Education Act

(P.L. -96-576). requires the establishment ofl'a State advisory council`.-

Amongst nine detailed categories of membership onthis Council, one calls

for "a person or persons..: representative of the general public, including

a.person or persons representatiVe of and knowledgeable about.the poor

and disadvantaged." .

.' ,

The Adult Education Act of 12966 calls for the establishment-of
i'''...- . .

.
. . .,

State and local advisory committees, but makes nb specification
,

as to what
. - /.

,

kind of persons ought to he rePresente4.on'these committees. Similarly3
k

;<
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the regulatiOns of the Office of Education applicable to training program's

under the MDTA Act of l962, as amended` calls for the establishment of a (

state advisory committee but only encourages the use of local advisory

,
committees Fa significant difference in language).. The regulations further

require that such advisory group's shall include "insofar as practicable"

representatives of the disadvantaged.

4,16

, The guidelines, to Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education.
j

Act call for advisory comm ees.:on bofh,the State and local level td

include half their memb ips'frotrc representati es of the poor. Despite

theSe guidelines, Federa] staff.report that actual local patterns ct-..f

participation vary greatly..

the Office of Education and

Offices oflducatio rather

concern and interest

There isvery little monitoring capacity in

its basic relationships are to the State

than to local school districts. 'Thus the

leadership in the use of advisory councils -

becomes a key, vredictor ofitheicharacter of local participation-. Even

where Federal staff Teed:lie Complaints about.local programs, these complaints

are funneled to_the,$tate Office of Education, rather than being dealt
.

.idittidirectly through the local - school district. 4
< i

X, r

In a number of communities there is k_historkzfabrasion betWeen .

';-

..

, - school systems and Community Action Agencies'over the approval of Title I
. ,

.

ESEA PrOgrams. One respondent reports
.

that ModelCity and Corgunity
-,-44,

/

Action Agencies are'merely'used as "reference points"-by school systems.
- c

'TheSe same school, develop their own "house advisory groups rather-
.

than making use of exisbing citizen participation mechanisms already

. suppdrted by other Federal programs. The net result under Title I ESEA

Programs, an.effortintiMately involved with distribpting sizeable Federal

47`
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resources to,children from low-income families, is that there is little

x.- A a

Federal capacity to influence the character of 1691

in those programs. Because the Fed0a1 Office-teems

out of local involvement, there appears to be minima
#

defining issues of participation, (representation, ne

the absence A Federal legislative mandatesT coupled

(

citizen participation.

effectively blocked
4

1 energy expended on

ighborhood, etc:. In

with the comparatively

high money stakes in the Title I Program, the issue of citizen partici-
0

#

patidn seems to have become a creature of State rather ehan Federal policy.

As previously noted, the*regulations for MDTA training programs

fimti

"encourage" the formation of advisory committees. The -actual experience

is that such MDTA committees tend tobenon-existent, while the state

Committees axe weak.
. .

4-

Perhapsione ought not 4 surprised at the state of citizen partici-
,

0 e 0. 0

ation in-the area of educaelon, .Two &actors operating in tandem would
,

. seem to be overwhelming. Eirst is that, the Office,of Education, because

of past history* the charaoter of its legislAfion and, the slimness Of;its

staff, seems

locslities.

-organization

constituency

to.be effectively insulatedfrom direct relationships with

SecOnd, the schools, perhaps more than any other publiC

, have had a history of developing and absorbing a citizen

dk_

One needt to weigh _the observation about, the school's capacity

to build "house" groups of parents against the followingresponse by

- .

SeCietary Cohen to the Poor Peoples' Campaign. .The:Secretary.wtote that

9

new guidelines Werebeing sent tothierState School OffiCers which "require
)

the involvement of parents of the disadvantaged in determining priority

needs for.TitleI ProjectS." In addition, Secretary Cohen wrote that:
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- "regulations implementing new amendments to Title III...
provide specifically for representatives of the, poor on
State Advisory CouncilS... Projects affebting poor children .

will berequiredto assure participation of the poor in .

assessment, planning, and development, and-evaluation at the
state' and local level."

. . -. :,-:' ,

.1
.-._

These are vigorous words with regard to Federal policy on citizen. inVolve-,.,
.

,' . .

..
.

meat. But to this point in the Western States their impact varies by

f,- 1

state and is generally minimal. Perha3s, when Federal policy meant td'

affect local practice has:to be strained through a state mech4nisM, it

--would'be wiser to spell out what is meant by participation, and by
*

"involvement...indetermining priority needsr",and by "disadvantaged"

and "tepresentation,".and all these othet clarifying, points which are

generally handled. inside of a relationship when thereis direct contact.

between the Federal office and the local*grantet. Andperliaps

important of all, there ought to be some hint asr to what the sanctions .

.,might be when'the state dogs not act to implement. national: policy. But

of coupe, that is a failing inall programs, notlu those in'the

Office of Education. They simply seem more pertinent in the Federal -state

_ relationship because sanctions are so difficult.for FederaladministratOrs

to invoke on this le-Vel, as opposed to 'the? focal level.

A HRW Miscellaneous 'Progras ne 968 HEW Task Wee on

Organization of goci,a1 Servi es raised anew an issue of citizen involve- -

ment which had earlier'bee addressed by HEW's Office of Juvenile'Delin-
,

.

quency. The issue was "to aiidegree can public money directly or

indirectly support protests which are directed toward rvices and pro-

tests which are directed toward institutional change?" The very 'question

Offers a'public policyaliternative which has nowhere found its way into

this piper on Federal policies toward citizen participation. Up to this .

, 4 9
k.t
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point our,disquision of, participation{ has been based on an assumption that

citiien'action implies, to' whatever degree, a share in decision making

.....
.

- froM the inside rather`than pressure thrOugh,cantention from ale 'outside.

.,

- But in 1964,.MobilizatiOn for Youth in New York City provided.'a'SeVere

test for HEW, in thlit HEW funds (through the Office of Juvenile Delinquency

2
and NOB) were supporting a style of citizen participation which included'

Modes of protest snd' contention. The, issue of public financial support of

contention jtylesof participation hakbeen kept alive in the Community

Action Program and may yet become of significance in the Model Cities effort.

Ai*

The support protest activity is not now a policy issue, in HEW supported

efforts, althotOt could be if, for-instance, there were-a'repetitionof
,,

.efforts to use publib welfare unds4o supPrort 'welfare rights

---:-='-__J/ ,

. . .

organizations. (1t,was this issue which contribMed to the-dtsmissal of a

i

* :
California State Director of NIlic Wegare--under4Govarncif prawn.),.There :--

.

d' ,1°

also is evidence that the policy' issues around public support' of.praes5
A

will not become large in the Nixon administfation. Ho verothe14410 ,,,....

.%,

Alai created the policy Issue 'will undoubtedly°remain-wit 'Some' public

agencies will simply not move except In the face al confliattaqtica.--

titizen participation In shared decision making-or advtsing dcies ppaar
, .

to be adequate to supply the necessary abrasion foemovement. "Then whose la
V

7009 .

task does..it becoMe to suppOrt citizen organization for prote4t.?- Perhaps

-the policy issue may become academicif the grpwingitrength of Tinority' .
c..,

il
communities awing independent Spources i:1111nanciak support fareelax

genuine trind:. L.
41.,. -T7

*
-.....,-

1 -1965,' a technical advisory panel for HEW's Office of JuVenile
. 4

-

,

,..o.s

Delinquency dealt with the issue of support for protest activities by stating
. , . .

.

. 4 :

o

ery
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that the purpose of ne*ghborlipod organization efforts "must be the ineor-

pdration of the disadvantaged'into'the.mainstream of American_life and

opportunity... Projects which ignore existing institutions and established
A

cha els, projectswhichOperate outside the scope of the law, projects

which aim only to protest injustice, are not .eligible for governmental

support. Within th)t general understanding, a Variety,o approaches have -

been and may conti ue tokbe-tolerated and encouraged." When this language
,;

is dissected, it eme ges as still seeking to support protest activities,

so long as they are couched amidst other forms of activity. To that extent,

this 1965 HE statement has no match in other Federalpolicy statements,

except in OEO's CAP guidebook. 4,40A,

e. Conclusion'. One might have predicted that HEW, more ihaniany.-

other Federal agency, would be in ferment over the issues of citizen partici-

pation. In Secretary Cohen's Jul 1968 letter toevercnd Abernathy, it

was noted that President johnsoil had deacrib HEW as the "Departient of

the People." Surely, the resources HEW admi isters under the rubric of

"welfare" are themot visible and-significant, however inadequate, to

poor, black and brown peo I . Certainly no program brings out the issues

./
of 'citizen _Participation more sharply than does publiciNation. To talk

education in 1969 is-to talk.of decentralization, neighborhood control andAie

many other social issues which touch the raw nerves of America today. 'Then

too the area of health is a big part of that,syndrome of problems which

plagues America's poor. And it was HEW which fathered the Office of

.

Juvenile Delinquency' comprehensive demonstration programs, whichvery
-

early incorporated all of those programa (legal services, pre - school,

neighborhood,organization, mplti-service centers, and many aspects of citizen

51
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involvement in decision making) which have come'to4elveracterize the potentials'

of citizen participation.
..--

Yetin terms of its policies and its practices, HEW does,not seem an

agency deeply enmeshedin-the issues of citizen participation. (There are

important exceptions of course, and the for- egoing pages have cited some of

them.) The most important explanatory factor may be HEW's basic relation-

ship to states rather than to localities where the issued of citizen'

participation arefought out. The fact is that under the pressure of a

Pont Peoples' Campaign, haunted by the memory of Martin Luther King, HEW

could come forth with words.which are bold in spirit and commitment to the'

idekpf'citizen,participation. J r'
,

' "We will' require States to include represent atives of the.:poor.
'on State- Medical Assistance Advisory Committees: Consumer
epresentation,should be requiredon alcouncils which deal .;

with matters pertaining to the organizitlon and delixery of
health services..t such consumer,representation should include
representative of, the poor.' Administrators of other programs
'affecting thejlIsadvantaged have been directed to develop guide-

= lines and regulations, within the limits of legislation, to

assure maximnrtpartiCipation by repre'sentatives of thee poor in
;all stages of program development at the local and state.lvel.
The Office,of Education will, intensify its efforts to establish
and extend its contact with organizations... working with poor
people so that the Office's-educational programs will reflect
the needs and wishes of those to be served. We agree that
there is need for pore specificity on numbers of the po6r to

, participatein proirams at the State-and local levels. We
. have already issued policy regarding'services in AFDC and Child. .

Welfare requiring every state to establish'an advisory committee .

with recipients or their representatives constituting a specified
proportion of the membership. We.4ntend to issue similar-require-
ments for other .SRS programs.".

CP O

. ,..

Thgre is no mistaking the-commitmeneinthese-statements: , And it

may be that pEw's experience sisce Secretary Cohen's June 1968 statement

is qualitatively different. It is hard to ascertain this baseduppn a ,

.

series of interviews in the field at a single point in time. And it'mA in

°* - v
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fact' be that the ballic character of HEW's relationship to the State seriously

--tempert-HEW s capacity to realize its policy commitments. As David Austin

-Ws pointed out in his assessmeneof local Community Action Agencies, the

" character of the lagal vehicle is an important deflector of Federal policy

aims.=-The poillevethe states may have overwhelmedHEW!s possibilities for

broad achievement of presumed goals with regard to citizen participation.

_Department of Labor

In the spring of 1968 a meeting (mentioned earlier)' was held in

Oakland involving the representatives of six Federal agencies, the City

.

of Oakland; and the West Oakland Planning Committee

1
neighborhood group

representingihe primarily black area of West Oakland). At this meeting

Federal representatives were asked whether their programs Wbuk8 either

mandate or honor t e exerpiseiof a program veto by the West Oakland Planning

\ ) .y.

ComMittee. As recall, the Department of Labor representative had the

easiest time of all Federal staff in fieldiOg this queition. He simply

said that the bulk of DOL programs were funded through-the Oakland Community

4k- .
144 .

-i'Action Agency, and DOL assumed that this.agency.was sensitive to the desires

of_the-neighborhdod:

pA closer inspection of DOL programs to- ascertain citizen partici-
.

Q.

Lpatia policiei reveals that on ,a formal level, the CoMmunity Action Agency

*--
is a.conduit? (a sponsor) of many of the Department of-Laborlit local efforts-.

.

A Department of Labor sponsor's handbook refers to four programs.authorized -

by, the Economic OppOrtunityAct of 1964, as amended. These are the Neigh'
..-

r

,borhood'Youth Corps the Special Impact Program, Operation Mainstream an

::the -New Careefi PrograM. The notebOoknotea that all four if these prog ams

"will be aveloped by or with Community Action Agencies and that thiCAAs

53
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'will be the sponsor (i.e., be the prime grantee or prime contractor)."

With specific reference to the SpeciAl Impac rOgram, the handbook notes

that "priority will begiven to projects whiCh:.... provide for maximum

participation of'neighborhood residents in the implementation of the pro-

ject, including the hiring of such residepts for jobs created by the
W '

project." In this same handbook the DOL farther ties itself to OEO policy
%

by requiring that CAA sponsors "must conform to CAP Memorandum'#57, in
A*0..

assuring that representatives of the prior partidipitein the planning and

development activities connected with Title'II projects,"

In a Febiuary l9e'handbook referingtthe Concentrate4rEmploy7

ment Program (CEP) and the overall Comprehensive Worknd Training

Program (CWTP) it is noted that the prime sponsor for'both efforts will

generally be the COmmbnity-ActionAgency. In somlOases, the handbook

suggests a Model Cities. Agency may be the CEP sponsor.

The language of the CEP-handbook is firm with regard to its-citizen

participation'commitmentS: It cites Title 1.13 of_the EOA legislation'which

,calls "for participation of restdritS ih the area and'vembers- ofthe group

served in the planning),ccinduct, and evaluation ol'Ithe Comprehensive Work.

and Training Program and its cdmponents" In 460anding upon-his charge'

to citizen participation the language of the CEP handbook 4ian.ipterest-.
,

ineamaigitin of OEO and Model Cities /anguage. TheLguidebook,xesds:

\:, .6
"Citizen participation can take any number, of formaordnging

-....e.:*the spectrum from reliance upon a CommUnity Act `n kienO'

.board's executive powers, to neighborhood residents taking
an advisory role on CEP development and operations; to
organizing policy- making committees 4 .-4monitorshiiisi- The
relationship of/that structure must coi;t'of Persons 'whom
target area.resident4 accept as represeptingtheir interests."

. 54
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In other clarifying material on the CWTP;=_ there ins

of how the requirements for an acceptableWen participation

-structure could be met.
e.40

"Agenc4s,governed,or administered by a board of which at.least
one-third of.the members are democratically selected from the
groups to be served,ahall meet this requirement. In.all cases.
where a prime.sponsor is not so structured, it should establish
a special bwird which includes, as at least 8ne-third of the
membership, democraticatlys selected. representatives of the
area to be served, pecial bbard should be given t'esponsi-
bility conduct and evaluation of
the CWTP and .its oftponents."

Unlike anyof the policy'materialLreviewed in HEW programs, the

DOL material unequivocally calls for$ "democratically selected representa-

tives." 'However, one might spggestthac the notion of "responsibility

for overseeing" could be subject to a variety of interpretations as to

what kinds/of power are intended for the prime sponsor's board. Despite

-N,
\

.,-

the ambiguity-of this language, it.seems to ofrasTfiluch different possibilities

gip 4 o

fgr participation than language calling fo4r "advisory" groups, or

1 \

."participation" or."invOlvemilt."

The'amplifng,7aterials gathered in the field interviews were

extreagly interesting. 'This in part was due to the anomalous situation

that DOL finds itself in on the issue of-citizen participaticin. If

President Johnson could call HEW the department of the people, he could
.

hardly do the same fOr DOL. One almost senses that' DOL has stumbled into

theAssue oNitaeh participation and i's' not quite sure what to do with

.me As one respondent put it, "by dealing through the Co pity Action"'

Agency, DOL 4siUmes that it gets communal involvement." A ther respondent

charged the nuance of this. comment to suggest that "the Department of Labor

issaved'from dealing with citizen participation because it deals with the

55
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CAA." Despite those comments, it is clear that in tying manyAof its pro-

grams to CAA, the DOt appears to have consciously bought a-full measure

of citizen invoLument in.its local efforts.
t

i

This depIndence on'the Community Action Agency, if it continues
_

./ a6
would appear to portend major additional involvements with issues of

. citizen participation for the DOL. With the relative stagnatio njri 0E0

Itfun ds, and the increase in funds for manpower programs, a nuMberof

/""
Community ActionAgencies have reached the point where they receive mo,ret

,

(

a.
\

S of their prOgram resources from DOL than they do from CEO. This will
,

.

. .. .

undoubtedly lead to gre ter responsibility in DOLifor the monitoring of

,

citizen participation issues. interesting problem Nhick_one respondelyt

has note is the incjease ih complatints from Spanish- speaki4 and other

white individuals about the use of certain CAAs as prime sponsors for) c
..--,

, f .

DOL programs. The complaint Tests tn Vle perception
that,the,CommunI

ity .
r '

I i IAhr:

Action Agency's polily making,is controlled by the'black community td

th detriment of n n-black individuals interested in manpower (programs.

The 001., es a new concept vhiCh is somewhat similar to HEW's

referenc n consumer" participation. A DOL Manpower Administrat'e's
a

4\
. ,.

%. . .
OPOrder devotes a section to "enrollee participation." This Order notes t,

o

"it is the responsibility of the priMa sponsor and each delegate agency

to establish regular proced6res for the meaningul participation of pro-
,

ject.enrollees in the conduct and ongoing evaluation'of CWTP programs._

Howeyer, one DOL official noted the'they are really unsure of what

"enrollee participation" means and they 'expect" Community Action4ncies

As prime sponsors of program to deal with theOssue: > iN

4
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One respondent cited an instance where D6L's increasing contacts

with Community Action Programs have aided DOL in telling other program
<,Y

sponsors what is meant by citizen involvement. In the cited instance,'
I. -

. .
-,..- -

4 .

the DOL field representative suggested to a-school sponsor of a Neighbor- .

.

hood Youth Corps program-that theybecOme acquaihted with involvement

efforts in-00-sponsoreioummer youth programs.

Another example of emerging citizen involvement policy may be

peculiar to DOL,in the West. It concerns citizenrepresefitation on.the
,

Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System (CAMPS). &proposal for an 4

expe;imental project has requested funds, for theCalifornia S ;ate Employ-
,

ment Service to hi neighborhood representatives who would act as liaison

to the CAMPS 6ommittee. However,, top level regional staff see this
.

pro- ' ,
S

, ' ,l.
*..

posal asoi wedge 4or'making a more significant polici'change affecting

the structure bf participation in CAMPS., These DOL officials would prekert.

to see DAMPS committees enlarged to include neighborhood representatives,
6

6.6 W
-without :having them come prv4e committee through the "back-door" of .

. ,

..,.. ,
. . ,

. ..

the State-Employment Service.' Of-couriE, at thie point the always thorny. ,

. . .
.

issues of who ;represent's' who, and Where .do they cote from, have not been .
,

t.4 - ,..

dealt with

.

1.. 4 4/ 1 ' l
C ..0. .\

.
Ai . 0 t'.. 4. '1 -7. ., : -

years,
.

In recent es a 'number of DOL's manpowet trOming efforts hive,1
,

, ,, , ; - : -

mandated that theyserve a minimum percentage of1"disedvantaged" -peoPle. ".."
. . O. :.

ThUs ;Alen writing an On4the-Job-Tr4ning,(OJT) contract with industry, ''

DOL recommenits.that employetr establish contakt with "grass roots".groupw

who, would feed-the right kinds of trainees totht OJT con rector. In

",, .,
othit.cases, in the past, DOL has used neighborhood groupi as prime con-.1-

f

. .

4

tractors'to insure that the -union would meet its quoti of 65 percent
. -

-involvement ok "disadvantaged!_ in training programs.

5 7
.
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DOt has also recommended the formation of MDTA 'advisotV committees,

. .

but without any stipulation that these committees include neighborhood,

people.-- The experience, as with HEW's Training Committees under MDTA, is

that where commpiees exist,
.

they-rarely include neighborhood representation.

Department of Labor - Summary. The nature of DOL's funding re7
5

lationships is beginning to bring -iC'into direct, continuing and increasing

contact with all of the issues of citizen participation.Aespite ;DU'S

.ielafively recent Mary into the program field, one senses that increasingly

DOI.f,will have to recognize that one of their

isi composed of poor people who look to DOL's
1

%

, training, intplacement; in job development, and in the administratton oft ,.

programs in which the governnient:essentially acts, as the "employer of
. ,

4

primary program constituencies
7

resources for.assistance in

:-

"last resort."

.

*

\.\ -

As the implications. of DOL's heavy involvement with the Community,'

Abtion Agency are better under ood, and au the leadership of minority. ,

communities come to b er recognize the potentially potent, role of DOL

4
in :their lives, o can predict that'DOL wig have'to'reexamine its

re'iance on the COmmunity'Action Program for its citizen participation

S

referencepo/ioieS.. Amongst VOL staff one nolbnger heers refe to',the employer
.

, f .4.. .

as if he werethe sole client of the agency. But
1.

one does. not yqt sense .a
.- j .

. fulfunderstanding of theneed to,bettermitch DOL policies, and its field
.

_ .

... , . IZ

capacities, to the agency's changed role on behalf bf 'unemployed and

the underetployed.
. .

. ..

3. -Department of Housing,. and Urban Develdpmerit

a. Public Housing, It ilqAyely that Federal policy and
1

.

Fe eral experience with regard to the organization oftenant,grOups and
. I

1 - j
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4.

public housingt.offers a sensitive barometer of the issues in citizen

partiCipatiOn. Public housing has over thirty years of experience with

low-income populations, gatheredtogether-in single locations so as to
-,-,

"- * -- .-
. .

.

constituteneighborhoods. And in large part these have becoMeneighbor-

hoods reflecting minority group concentrations dur ing the,past twenty

years. There is little question that there has been ferment over policy

with regard to tenant organization, a nd tenant involvement in majovaspetts
4

of public housing.

A 1961 housing authorityVhandbook issued by the Public Housing
.

4

Administraion'captures the above changes over time,lh the following words:
.

"buring the early years of the low rent, r.cigram many loCal

"aatoyities encouraged organization of the tenants into
community organizations or associations andwherd thereby_
assisted to a considerable degree in pro.viding adcial-and.
recreational-activities for project residents. 71}is4was .

pessible-tecauge of a relatively stable .'"opulation.containing'
many 'people with leadership ability. Later, >it bkame inr
creasingly difficult to keep the group stimulated and their.-
efforts directed toward constructive programs.. Caphe4ue ly,
many'tenent organizations becameAnattive.

,
. - . . -

qn the lagxfew years there has been a movement `toward again
.-!,--,,recognizing the value of tenant-..organizations: Many tenant

organizations after having received the proper orientation by
management are now rendering valuable. assistance to both

)
residents and local authorities. .

4

AsubsequentPublicHousingranagementlia ndbook suggested
that:

.a .

. .

'Residents, of course,.:should be .permitted to fortheir own
organization eleCt their own officers', and be free to carry
on a Program '.of activities."

,-..,,,,,, ,,- , .

. .

,,

This kind df administrative strongly suggest that there.,:

4E6,-;
were those on the Federal and public housing levels Who were not overly )

enamored of tenant organizations. Field

suggesting that public hooiing officials-

4

interviews corroborated this by

had Cot e to see ,tenant groups as

5S

4

'1
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' Omnmunist dominated, and that the encourageMerfr:ofrthese greups was largely

abandoned during the height of Senator-McCarthy's influenc in the early

50's.

By 1968 a favorable policy position With regard to tendnt activities

was more firmly defined. A circular issued-by!HUDxstated that:

"As a matter of national policy, the'.tollowing are among the
most important social' objectives of(the program: -,
greatly expanded participation .of tenants in project manage-
ment affairs and programs aesigned-to.strengthen the self-

.

sufficiency tenants."

This circular also called for:

(

"The adoption of procedures whefeby tenants, either
individually or in a group, may tte given a hearing
on questions ,relatingo Authority, policies and
pr ctices, either in general, or in relation to an

dividual or family."

Local housing management was also asked to "assume the responsi-
° ie

.bility for encouraging and assistinggebants to get 'together to solve

problems... to develop two way c.ommtintc tinns with tenants concerning

basic policy,... give 'residents the opportunity to participate in the

determination of management policies and' practices, -..... involve tenants
q. .---A

inplans for physical' improveMent.:-.. invollie tenants in the selection

and iinplemeritation,of programs-and activities intended for their own
l;

benefit ...'r b
/ 34

This marked changeLin public housing policy appears to.be of great

C , ) 4
importance in suggesting,d-irection for

grams. Public iyusing states in many

congregatiqn 14 human beingi, anOexc

o'

these human beings,are often of Diinori
, '. '

housing often .becoMes neighborhoods of
o

policy change.in other Federal pro-
.

'instances represent a significant

ept for housing for the elderly)

ty group status. In effect, public

black and brown people governed

.40/1/..

a
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by an "alien" force. HOUifng authorities lack the legitimaCy of elected
?-1

public officials. Rather than seek to incorporate tenants within the

policy level of the Housing Authority, Federal policy. appears to encourage

the fdimation of tenant groups which can play a potential adversary role

with the management. And this is not just a passive encouragement. The
!r

aforementioned HUD'circular asks management to "afford the tenants full ,

opportunity to organize, including the provislon of meeting rooms and

accesriro tenants lists and tin boards,"

Apparentlypublic housing presents a much cleaner arena for the

development of policy, once there is a national will to seek change. Of

course the-crucial issues of what actual authority, tenants groups can

.

possess in the making of decisions is left undefined.
.

But on a comparatiye
4. - a*.4 4

basis,: the position of public housing seems to have more substance and

directiontyfan HEW's'definition of a' "consumer" rote; and DOL's "enrdlleee"

'.obviously, iivinesin public housinkimpinges more broadly on the life

space of an individual than would a neighborhood health center or a job
g

training program. Precisely beCause the impact of public housing is

greater, this movement to foster an independent tenant force" seems to

v. have impoitant policy implications for other Federal programs:

Experience in the formation of tenant groups suggests that the_

ti.

smallett housing authorities tend to:be uninterested.: It wOuldbe Useful

to discover whether these smaller authorities tended to have fewer
'-.--- cminority group residents:,

mit
In the West as well as in other parts of the country',-public

.

housing has been in the midst Of riot-areas. In Los-.Angeles it is reported

that the existence of tenant groups aided in cooling violence. Conversely,

61
LK,
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in Sanyranclsco violence ha§ occurred in the very housing where there

are tenant groups.

Despite thenew emphasp on tenant involvement, two things seen
.

essential to point out in terms of policy development:, no tenant iroup

in the West has any real authority for the management of a project and

no local Housing tenantsAuthority includes In California, the issue

of tenant inclusion on the board of an LHA is veiy alive,, In Los Angeles

where Federal staff. temporarily managed a much plagued authority, two

tenants were requested to sit on the authority board but were turned down

by the city attorney. Additionally, California State Senator Nicholas'
4+6,

. PetriS has introduced a bill to make'tenant inclusion on LHA board's

mandatory. Lastly it should be noted that there is no writtO HUD poU.cy

encouraging tenane inclusion On LHA boards." '
r

b. .Neighborhood Facilities Program. In its administrative guide-t

lines for citizen involvement, the Neighborhoods Facilities Program uses

a device which is repeated in certain HEW programs. The guidelines do .

not mandate or even recommendparticular patterns of citizen involvement.

They-do suggest that applicants who meet certain basic criteria -will be

"further ranked according to the degree to which neighborhood residents

and citizen organizations-have been involved in the entire piocess of

4

_ planning the neighborhood facility and its services." The reader

recognize this'a's symptomatic of the -kind of involvement which falls
t

into the area ofdialogue and the giving of advice which,noWdy is

obliged to take.. But in the next paragraph of its guidelines, th 4

Neighborhood:VgCilities Program shifts into very different language. It

.,

suggests that it will rank applidants according to the degree "represeWta-

ok'., ,

tives of the, neighborhood were-included as part of the decision-making

O
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.estructure." .Within.the experience of citrz participation there seems 7-

= 56

a good deal of difference in the policy which awards points for involve-

ment in the process of planning as opposed to-one which favors inclusion

of neighborhood'representatives as part of the decision-making structure.

This may seem an overly sophisticated-interpretation Of difference in
. #

language. Ta this writer the language difference clearly implies an ,

/-

empirical di.fference. In, fact, the Federal regional administrator of

the program described twb distinct pattern's of involvement: ad hoc

consultation with neighborhood. groups and the involvement of neighbor-
.

hood groups on a continuing advisory-basis as part of the decision-making

0 structure.

40

Ai the language of. the guiabtine implies, a neighborhood facility

could be funded if its citizen-Participation were'weik or nonexistent..
- . ,

HoweVer, there appears to be a movement toward requiring that all opefatin

cehters have an established neighborhood advisory group. This.has not

4

yet surfaced into formal policy. -

Id the Neighborhood Services' Program which is cidsely involved
4,

with Neighborhood Facilities, there is interesting evidence of differing

agency policy with regard to citizen participation. When 0E0 was' responsible
F

for the pilot.Neighborhodd Services ProgAm.(NSP) in Oakland, they required

that one-third of the representatives on the hoard running, the center be

neighborhood people. When HUD took over leadership of the NSP prograt,

this requirement was no.longer-insisted upon.

c. 'Urban Beautification Grants. Pgrts of the "vest pocket" park --

4
program have been carried ovt in cooperation with the Model Cities Program.

For these parks', regional guidelines have been.issued.Which,call,for
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-meetings With community organiZations -and action groups "to get their

ideas on an effective park program." It is further sugges,ted that site

selection be approved by community organizations, and that the community

organization review preliknary park designs.

These guidelines would appear to offer rather extensive entre

into the planning process for citizech groups. In fact, they appear tg/

have had little influence the actual park planning processes. Guide-

lines for Urban BeautificatiOn grantsin model neighborhoods have req4red

the approval of the Model Cities Agency, bdt most often this approval

reflects the signature of a model cities' staff director rather t an -

any citizen involvement.

\ Generally, programs in the Metropolitan 1ivelopment section of

HUD (which administers the park program), have no requirements for citizen

iiivlvement. Most Metropolitan Development section activities do not

t

have a.- neighborhood base, unlike We "vest-pocket" park program. dne

respondent-iii this unit of Hie reported that Federal staff often seeks

to act as an advocate, for neighborhood residents, _and they,feel\this

_ advocacy is effective. .In'fact, staff itr-this section made a telling.

point which wab to be'repeat by a number of Other HUD informants. The--

point-was)that an emphasis on citizen involvement is dysfunctional to the

achievement of other Federal goals. As one Federal staff person put it,

I I
anybody who pushes -for- ci'ti'zen involvement has to know they are going.

have to slow down the processby,which grants are made." The evidence

would seam to be that a number of agencies are willing to risk this slow-
, .

down by placing guidelines on paper. hey are often unwilling or unable

to %eel( their enforcement; or as noted earlier, guidellnes for citizen
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. "et

participation are used as "tradeoffs" so as to get the grantee to do some-

thing else which staff consider mare-important to the project, There is

someloestion as to whether minority group leadership' would'be prepared to

go along with these bureauciatic games, once they are discovered.

d. Comprehensive Planning Assistance Grants. In January 1969,
-

major revisions were made in the Planning Assistance (Section 701) Program.

An-announced highlight of these revisions was that "social concerns are

emphasized, including housing; citizen participation and public services

available to.minotity groups and. the Ilar." The reyisions in yarticipation

requirements appear to be strongly influenced by somewhat similar language

in 11,M 's Model Cities program. The new matet4als for the 701 planning
..,

grants carefully separate "required" Irma from "guidelines," Itemsa:-llam.i6-

.) . .

ments include responsiveness hy the grantee "to the objectives-and values
..

ofthe citizen effected;" "there must be designated some form of organi-

zational structure... which will directly involve residents 'of the planning'

area...in the planning process;" "the view tif low income and minority

groups must be explicitly solicited and recogniied" through the designated

organizational structure. It is further suggested that such mechaniams need

. .

not duplicate, hUt could incorporate, existing mechanisms su "as those -

designated for theyorkable Program for Community Improvement the Urban

Renewal. Program,, the Model Cities Program, or Community Action Program...."

'If the reader' measures the langlge.in the'above,revisions against
I

the issges of "participation;" "representation? and "neighborhood," he

must be impressed with the generalityof these stipulationscf- Apart from-.

mandating low income/minority in4olVement4 other ipsues of ci i en partici-

pation are left virtually untouched. Whether these new pl itig assistance
-..., .
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, guidelines provide important new leveret/for staff whOse,Nalues are
.

sympathetic to citizen participation, or whether such guidelines provide

new "tradepff" materials for negotiation with communities, muqt be determined

empirically.

The Planning Assistance field staff do not envisage that any grants

wil l be cut offor denied based upsbn inadequate structures for citizen

participation. Despite their new guidelines (or because of them), /they

feel that there is no real criteria for participation, and further they

sense that_their central office in Washington is uninterested in this aspect

of the program.

If on the one hand Planntlg Assistance staff were plagued with very

fluid guidelines for citizen participation, they were also very thankful

, for this plague. The planning.staff were very irdpressed. with ,the differences

'between Planning in San Francisco's Hunters Point and planning in Idaho.

The very fluidity othe guidelines permit the stlfito fall back on their

'professionalism in negotiating with Communities. It should be noted that

:*,...

'HUD's planning staff, more than any other staftriieervig d, have a particular ..".. ,

.

Xprofessional reference point outside their agency. This same professionalism,

:

perhaps, creates an identification with planning professionals operating at
st..a?, 'S

t. .

the local level. e staff member suggested-that if they pushed the ikqufsuggested -that

.

of participation foo ard
.

and too fast they might cause a "good" planner

at the local level t ose his job. There flan interesting' point here, in

that the 'planning'staff perceive fluid guide trIRS for citizan

r

participation

as A cliellehge to their professionalism. It is clear that the Federal '40.

-,"planning staff view' themselves as "good Ohs" on this idsue, :Whether these

"godd'gUys" can be effective advocat for citizenarticipation given the

looseness of the mandate they hai to work with is not known.
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e. The Workable Program fOr Community Improvement. The Workable

Program since 1954 has included citizen participation aste of the. pre-

requisites for obtaining Federal assistance for urban,renewal and, later,

for certain other HUD programs. ,Without reviewing the amount or quality
.

of citizen participation which apparently' won Federal approval under the

Workable Program for more than a decade, we turn now to recent developments

and policies.

in late 1965 and early 1966 the D.HUDissued two historically important

guidelines on citizen participation and c itizens' advisory committees for

the Workable Program. While these materials made clear thattpllUD intended

the inclusion of minority groups, there was no mention of poor people and

there was littleattention to the - concept of neighborhood 0 a basis for

organizing participation. In effect the local gOverning body was asked

,Spot required) to establish a local advisory body whose task it would-be

to render opinion's as to-how that community might proceed. to renew itself.

4
Despitehe fact that these Workable Program materials were Issued over a

Ak
year after the start of the CAP, with all" of the attendant ferment about

citize- n participation, these two HUD guidelinea are strangely antiseptic. .

On their face they appear to calliore nothIng_mbre than. "blue ribbon" °-

/

_citizen committees, ...in large part modeled after soVbluptary cial welfare,0.

except that, these committees were to be responsible to the-chief executive

4

of the cites. ---One has to be careful abOnt faulting the MorkablecProgram
- 4 *

. .

.

materials; for in their very issuadte, and their' calling attentiorbto.
. .

citizen involVement, they were far ahead of most other Federal programs.
..ts*

.

However, HUD staff, expressing their private_opinions, were critical

,

of the qualityof citizen participatiol under the WorkableProgram,

67 e.
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c aricrerizing it as "non I xistent," ' neffective" or "elitist" in cilaracter\.._!
i

We have-no basis fOr generalizing t omMents to the national scene, and -

it should be noted that, at least in some cities, citizen participation
.

..i.tor

under Workable Program requirements wai)vputed*to be-extensive and effective.
r

In l968,,new guidelines'were isa d'which appeared to involve......

4 0
_A.

major changes in the way In which HUD-wout4,asesAthelUality.of titiien-
'...

involvethent wider the Workable Program. To uae:the de artment's owe words,-department's

.,

it was abandoning the "prescriptive approach of the previous :requirements
ca,

4

for. Workable Programs." The new approach is to be "performance-oriented" 0,

calling for a "cammunitykto assess its probleds, and,evelop approaches and

ation programs to meet these approaches in. -terms of foui basic elements"

one of which is labeled "citizen invoryeme In its performance orientation,
t

the new guidelines "requires clear evidence thatthe community. provides
.

. ,

opportunities for citizens, including those.-Who are poor anemembers af:.;

minority grouv, to phrticipate in all HUD-assisted programs for Which_a

Workable Program is a re uirement." .While the guidelines does not contain

.any requitements for the form,that citi *n partiCipation'must take, it

,emphasizes."that the 'community's, responsibility

. .

%
. ,2

° . .
, 1:,

There is, apparent fttisfactiondn
...,-

the part of Workable-Program
.

. .-.. . - _
. .

staff in moving trom a "prescriptive" program to on that is "performance

not end with the

establishmFnt 01,7"A pariiculir' [citizen participation] mechanism."
'

Mh iJ
oriented." But is tre cause for such satisfaction? OlParly it is the -

. quality 'of the product rather than guideline language that,4A most important.'

If In fact,, extensive citizen Involvement of lowlincome and of minority

2group members is a goal, then presciiptiv4 lang,age.

-formats As minima may belar more effective that.1 performance standards' Which

ich requites particular

v ! o
' C p 1.13

oo
,o t , 6

ei,,......- .4
-.. .

-
-,..*,
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1

te .
.

.

remain to
..

beiudged by essentially iddle claaa, non - minority, group,
-.. A

Federal staff. A system of perforttnce standards seems to beaelnordinate,
4 4

amount of "tuscleh in the' hands of Federal staff who may or may not be

,

.interested in thesubject of participation. However, the language by.
,

.
-,.. I

Uh4ch Performance shall be judged is i mpressive. .44ntnunitY, applying ,

..-

pith regard to the following stated requirement:,

4
44

for recutifloation of ips muslercate it, Oerformance'

c
"The/Workable Program fequires clear evidence,t the
community prOvides, and cOAtinUes to expand, opportunities

I.
for citizensE.etpecially the who are poor and members of

.

minority groups, to participate in all phases of the related
I.

HUD-assisted Renewal and Housing Progrape. Particular organi-
zational meetings for community-involv4Ment is `left to the
Oiacretion of each community, hilt the community must demonstrate, 41,

in ,its workable programs submission tkat it provides clear ana
direct access to4decIsiOn making, relevant and timely informa-. :
tioniAnd necessary technical assistance to participating
groups and individUals and programs covered."

_..,

, e
. ". .

Prescriptive language may increase the leverage of community groUps

1.1

. . ,

'seeking a rolftiti decision ,making. It. can be argued that. if these Work- L
.

.

,

able Program requirements (as they apply to:many HUD-aakted proIAgrams in

. -a. community) were effectively promulgated to the leadership. of minority

.
. ..

\...,,

and
.
low-incortie groups, thkimpact would be mien greater. hetherprescriptive

.

.1 nguage or performance language were used.

So long as performance standards are 'a ;atter for adjUdicaiion be-

004- 1

tween the applicant community and the revIewingFeddrai°officials, they
.

,

must reflect the dilemma of one Workable Program offiC!,4 who said he did

not know What constituted "bad" citizen participation, He argUed that at -

- `

thit porni-everything is "played.by eat" in&that'all staff Lbers have

one ear to Washington where they, do notosepse any great interest in "pushing"

"communities about the issues of citizen participation.',.

t ';',1;

^
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One staff meMber-very close to the history of the Workable Program
, . 1

,
suggested that the guidelines, with their emphasis on assessing citizen

16
4,

participation in a variety of other HUD programs, would only complicate

task of those reviewing Workable Program subbissioni. 7e argued that most

% .

agency staff members saw the.issue.of citizen participation as, slowing down

agency "productivity." Staff are evaluated on how quickly they move pro-
,

grams, not on how extensively people are involved. If Workable Program

recertAcations were now to be held up because ofthe failures ofcitizen
0

participation in individual HUD programs, the pressure on reviewing staff

might, becomAgtnable. To this writer there appears little present danger

that staff reviewing WorkableProgram requirements.will be caught in this

kind of bind. It will'be a relatively simple matter to come to a finding
7-

of "progress" in meeting the performance standards for citizen participation

in each-WotkableProgram review.

It might be predicted that the changes in the Workable Program will
.

be diluted by the imperatives of Federal staff havingrto get'along with

lobal officials and with agency cl ients. But perhaps potential bureau-

Cratic _dilution is not the key obiervation about citizeninvolvement in the

Workable Program:: Rather what is.important is that the program has established

tangible and seated criteria by.which performance in the area of citizen

_participation ShAll be assessed..- about the quality of citizen

participation have now become part of the formal system/by which community
, .

e )

performance,is evaluated.- The impricafions of seems very large, at

least iri its potential":

..,
'1. Urban Renewal. 'The concept of citizen participation is no

. .
. * , AO . .

?'

.

,

4 stranger toehe Urban Renewal Program. l$,Ot the character of that partici-
'401.'

pation (largely "elitist") make it less than exciting for examination,in
. ,:.

-
,

1 7

p

0 .
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this document. Howelier,,in June of 1968, the'Assistant Secretary for

_--

Renewal,and Housing-Assistance issued--4-Ietter calling for "increased

o

. .. .

citizen participatimih Urban Rehewal Projects." In February 1969his
,... ) .

.

/
,., .

. ,

letter with Certain revisions was converted to become part of theUban

Renewal handbook. ft seems liketyto this reviewer that.'-with this letter-

Urban Renewal has embraced a policy direction portending greft changes

,

fortfhe'character of decision making in local renewal'programs. The'.
.... o , .

..)...

basic requirement
-

isfar the establishment of_ast "Project Area-Committee
. -

,.
. \'-

(PAC) made up of residents of the project area.,., for eachlrban Renewal

Project in which residential rehabilitation activities are contemplated."

The regulations then go on:

"Althotigh'not a program requirement, the establishthent of a
PAC s encouraged for all other Urban Renewer Programs in

"whichltesidential rehabilitation activities may not be
contemplated." ,

-..- .

This writer is not aware of the complexity'of Federal thinking

which ledto requiring policy advisory committees in one a ea Of-kban

Renewal activity (residential rehabilitation) and recommending them for

P
all others. In a way, this dichotomy underlines the peculiarities of

1

Federal policy with 'regard to citizen participation. .It.ils a rich example-
,. . .

. .1:.
. .

'.of Lindblom's notion of "disjointedincrementalism," Presumably,. the

Fart of the possible" indicated that people w were being requested to

/ - , ,

participate in programs ihiOlving the rehabilitation:of Ole housing they
.

. - J . .

:.,..

live-in might have some formallnput into decisions affecting thft program.
, -

_

- On the other hand, mple whose homes and neighborhoOds were targeted,for--
, 4.0.. .

-.:

.. .
i

destruction to make way for some.new public purpose were,not yet closely ')
, ,

- c.

' -. :enough affected-to be. mandated into the decisio making rocess.
,

1 t, *-

,.:,.; ;
4
- .

. --

4 1
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But no matter what the nuances of Federal thinking; it seems likely

that Project Area Comitittees, once established, will seek to spread their

influence to other ilread)of renewal decision making'. This'beingll.kely,

it seems important to upilerstand other proNisions surrounding the establish-

mentvof PACs. "The PAC Sall be established in cooperation with local
1,

residents and, groups. It shall be representative of a faiir cross-section
.

of the Urban Renewal area... prOject residents [shall] pticipate in the.

'
formulation and execution-of plans for the renewal of the Jarea... the

4

(rekvelopment agency] May provide the Pe with necessary technical

assistance...." Imaddlioh, the provision of "administrative and secretarial

staff, technical assistance, and office space and equipment for Project

Area CoMmittees related neighborhood organizatibil7'" are, to be considered

eligible costs of the'renewal project.

',The renewal guidelines also mandate a number of points with regard

to the administrative review of PACs. Local redevelopment agencies are

required o inform HUD,of how PAts were-established and what their composition
1 : r . 7 4

is; e applicant must describe the organizational:atructure'of the PAC
.

.

_and the role of the PAq during '.Survey and ;Planning" (prior to tbiri:

..:\:,
: IFY

,.._

ipplementatioh grant). But perhaps th most intertsting-JIUD administrative

17?.

policy is the stipulatiOri that a regional.office repreientatiye 91-:(HODY

"attend a"meeting of eath PAC at least once during the.tirat'yeaf that ,.

. ,..-) s ...s...
...... ..'.

the PAC Ts established," after Which Erreport onhid.vislt must be -filed..
. ..,.- , , . , .

....

,-.2.1-In effect, HUD seems to, saying to its staff that, of the various things .

';-.C". 4 . ' . . ,..'..

happening in the yqufield, we expect that will be spectfica.4y att4tive-'
'

', .

to_atjeast_one of theml-namely, the functioning of PrOjeqltrea Committees.
d-

1)f the various policies and guidelines we have reviedpied, this rea2lokation s.'
4

.

. 1 ...
- .. ; -_

72.--
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;of staff, time is among the most significant. In contfistwith our previous.,

lobservatiOn4 that Federal staff tend to view citizen participation as an

impediment to program production or 4s someth ing to be "traded- off," it

seeMs possible that organzational betievior will now ilave,...to accord a

- ?

different priority to citizen participation. The Urban)enewal juide-

lines specifying on-site visits to PACs may be 8 spur to movement in that

; .direction

The reactions frop RenewalAdministration staff do not seem as
k'

sanguine as the above commentsOne denigrating comment suggested that the
7

new. policy with regard to PACs was the product of a "community action type"

in Washington and would be soon downgraded. Another comment suggested that

the new regulations would add to the schizoohtenta of the renewal field

,representative. ' primary goal of the field represent4tive is to move
V

local agencies into and through production; now he would have to be

concerned about the establishment of committees which might slow down
!

that production. However, another comment saw an entirely different purpose
taw

for a PAC. It could'be used to "coolrout" court inqui'r'ies which have 1.n -

a number of communities slowed the pace of renewal-activity.
;

If the idea of a PAC seems to compound the problems of .renewal

field ,staff, it-may at the same time else the -burden of those- Federal staff

concerned with relocation..... An established PAC may come to, represent a

s-constituency that relocation staff can turn to when they are concerned
. ,.

:about the adequacy and intent of plans for relocating those to be dispossessed
-,

^ *

. 1 by renewal,activities. Ironically, the ve renewal projects which muse .

. ,
,

relocation problems are those exempted fro the pdlicy mandating the establish- .

. -

ment Of PACs. Recall that'PACs were- onlj required where rehabilitation as
-

,

.

. opposed eo. clearance, was being undertaken., But it is the rehabilitation

---_----_,/,
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-Prolect Whith is-leastlikely-to4force people to move.. To redevelopment
- ..

agencies, the "double message" in aKil..policy may be not.to bOther with
1. , p ,

housing rehabilitation,rehabilitation, which th addition to being difficult and expensive,

als6 leads to the creation of a citizens' committee which may seriously

compromise the authority of the redevelopment agency to act on behalf of

the "whole community."

The existence of a dual set of citizen participation policies in

the Urban Renewal Program offers an excellent opportunity to obserlie the

impact of a policy ''mix. " - Will, the mandatory establishment of PACs in
.

4 .
the most "lqgical" projects (rehabilitation) lead to their spread=in other.

renewal projects? Or will this separation in policy at the Federal level
4 ° I 4

'find its counterpart in local differences based.upon the presence or
1.

absence of a' rehabilitation effort? A further examination of this issue-

might suggest other variables in addition-to Federal policy which appear-

significantin'the development of citizen involvement:
_r

g. FHA Programs. ..One mild not expect to find much policy relevant-,

to the issues of citizen participation in the FHA Irograall: But what there .

is appears useful'. One respondent reported that those in FHA concerned

about issues pf housing infegration have looked with increasing skepticism ,
. .

.., t '.. _ .
...

at requirements for ,"citi'zen participation" and local approval before mortgage
i .

-
programs are approved. FHA has had Ample experience with rent supplement

programs where the denial of local approval resulted from a fear that such

programs would facilitate integration. "Citizen vartiCipation" in FHA,

as in many othersFede al programs, Jas.a ,"blue ribbon" connotation. In

the FHA experience; such etist citizen gr
a .4, ,,,t4.4, K

, when given the authority .

-
,

ei
.to.i.appro.i.te or iec6inmenl,new'llousing,' emerged as narrowly segregationist,

=

9.

4*
.

A. ,

)..

7 4-
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in their decisions, They did not respect the . interests of the poor and

minority groups for whom'the program was designed because they represented

different interests.

A But other FHA experience' is equally interesting. Special below-,,_.

market interest rate mortgage provisions avellable to, cooperatives"
. .

('Section 213 or 221(05) obviously require the formation of citizen user

gr6Ups. In subdivision areas; FHA encouragesformation of homeowner

groups ae a device to. sustain a collective concernforthe upkeep of the
- .111.

community.

There are two factors in FHA experiencfrwhich appear significant

4
foj Federal policy development. Allneis that it seems, not particularly

revolutionary to encourage the formation of ''citizen collectivities when

the issues are loans to
.Ccooperatives:or. maintenance of miAdle -class

subdivisions. It is not a big leap frilm heee to:iHBW's "notioJof consumer

involvementiand from there to the idea 0 involNt*Ment of "groups and areas

to be served."

40 Secpndly, the MA-experience ih t'he blOckage of mortgage programs* -
. ,

which foster integration is even more interesting. Citizen participation
.

K,
in'ecision making by those affected by the distribution of resources has-

.....
at least twp edgep to it. How does one establish a sociJel-policruhich

.

. -:...-t, a
e

permits' (or even mandates) one 'group of 'citizens to influence Wh'at happens
-. .

.
. .

t

-1-)
to them withOut providing the same routes 01 influence to others who are

affected. The net results maybe activities whicheliorate life inside
-

:cur economic-and social ghettos, with the approval of affected citizens,

*For, instance, the refusal of well-to-do suburb's to accept low-income

housing programs.- , -

I
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.

but, few programs to go beyond-these ghetto walls, because that would maCate
t

:30.

the approval of other groups of citizens.

B. THE COMMUNITY'ACTION'ANDMODEL,CITIES PROGRAMS..

Two mograms will be examinedin this section-0E0's CAP and the

DIUTD Model City Program. Actually, Is the examination of legislative

language in both .casea4will show,' -the mandate in each case is a rather

slim one. In a sense then we are examining these two progrEffis not so much

;

...5

O

4 _ r ..

f9 the legislative language, but for what Federal administrative poliCy

1
di with that language, and what, the program result appears be.

. .

,

,

addition, both of these programs, more thanA:tany other efforts (except those
,...

.

,0...
,

f
which Involve direct transfer of resourcep-to individuals7-1.e.,.welfare

4 .

0 , ' 1
payments)are aimed at.those who are poor and those of minority group status.

.....,,, -
.

..-. 4 *
1, The Model Cities-Program -

Section 103 of the Demonst

ment.4Act of 1966 indicates that a Mode

assistance "onl: is) wides

ration City and Metropolitan
.

1 Cities Program is enable for

dread-citizen particidlOkon in the

program.... -The section of the legislation describing
.. -,

,

J i
assistance notes at, est thirty other characteristics of an eligible'',

!

applicentAn-addition lo `Widespread citizen participation." I n fact, the
, , ..7

with its great emphall% on the role of the city

ose eligible for

model cities legislation

mightalmost be inte

,

. I
.

eted as a legislative reaction to the style and
. .

_
i

degree of citizen-' evolvement in the Community Action Program effat.-1 ,

i
; .

Tbe December 19671guidehook to the Model Cities Program develpoped-

a series of performance standards with which to iffiplement the statute y

1 . .

provision for. "widespread citizenparticipation.". These standards included
1 , l

.,
_ . - I

the establishment of an organization. tructure slAhich embodies neighbor-
,
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hood residentst in the process of pony and program planning and program

implamentation_and peration." The citizen participation structure "must

f

have clear and direct access 'to the deeisionmaking process..." "...the
-

; ,

, -s4,..
,

, -

7
,

structurtuust have the technical capacity for making knowledgeable decisions.

This
.

will meanthit some fdim of professional technical assistance, in the

,,

e

manner agreed to by neighborhood residents, shall be provided." The reader

will not findianything-startlingly,new in *these performance standards:

Except for the fact that 9ese are requirements rather than recormaandations

(in the langlage of policy, "must" rather than "should"), other Federal

agency administrative licies we have exatnined suggest-the establishment

1, .-

of citizen groups with a cess to decisiOn making. Yet less than one year

after the establishment of Model Cities agencies on the West Coast, it

was found that in all five of the Model Cities communities which were

predominantly black, neighborhood groups had secured a large measure of
.

%.
\

PrOgram col4rol. In each o these communities, a policy,._body'doninated by
..:..

; ,

-. 1

\
neighborhood residents Zould'effectively block programs from being 4i. ,..

P

sidere4by the city council. In each of these communities, neighbolood
-4 1

minated'committees controlled the input of program ideas into the'

dec

reii

.the p

case b

ion*rnaking structure, In each of -these cities, taick-neighborhood

ents controlled a larger percentage of seatiloid fhe.policy body than
, % t:40, . ,

ntage of bleat residents in the model neighborhood4nd in each
.

ks were the dominant group in the neighborhood). In another paver' -1/'..*

(AIP Journal, July 1969) the author has argued that ttre emerging dominance.

A

of neighborhood residents, in part of the,Model. dity.policy'structivre re re-

sents a movement from "coalition to adversary." In effect, in some Model

N., 4 k

Cities, neighborhood residents no longer share the e-Volicy aplitaritus with
-

a
7 7



other community, elements. They now, in some Model Cities Programs, control
ir

a portion of the policy apparatus, and in turn have a potential adversary

relationship to city government.

A HUD=sponsored study of Model Cities planning in three cities

suggests,the't the potentials of a dominant neighborhood voice in decision
1

,'

making were not so easily realized. In Atlanta, this three-city study
4-

. ;
A.
AA, i

found that sustained citizen lAvOlvement was minimal, and that limited

6

citizen participation was "dictated l'iy".'he need to meet -"tough" planning

requirements imposed by HUD. Conversely, in Seattle the mayor's deputy

was quoted as telling a citizens' meeting that "the mayor isn't g6ingto

send any ran,(to HUD for approval) Which doesn't, come out of your planning

Committee:"

In May 1969, the new model cities administration took note of the

direction-that local citizen participation 'arrangements taken in
1

response to Federal "performance standards." Three situations appear to

a se concern in Wathington: -(1) where the model Cities director leported

to a citizen polity group'rather than,to city government, (2) where the
. .s

citizen participatipp structur16e has what amounts to a program veto, and

Or/Where only the'citizen group cant initiate consideration of projects.

The Ma?--1969 Model Cities memo banned the-third situation and proposed

that mayors, be asked to assure HUD that either of the first twq tuations

"will not impede the city's ability to,take responsibility for developing

,the plan.",

Withthis memo we aile presented with an almost unique Federal

administrative pOticy statement which attempts to curb what is viewed as

0 an excess of citizen control in a Federally-sponsored program. Surely

7
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this step, when compared with the level of citizen involvement in other

Federal programs, attests to the pluralism of Federal policy, in this

area -- although it may be a first step in eliminating pluralism.

It is difficuleto predict the impact of these Model Cities policy-

.47,

curbs at the local level. They will certainly curtail the kinds of partici=
r

....).

I
pation models that Federal staff will talk about in the field, and it may

,

equally temper the enthusiasm that some Federal field staff display for
r .

participation structures which move from "coalition to adversary." Eerhaps

eqUally important in the light of impressions gathered in interviews, this

1-Model Cities policy change will offer tangible evidence. to Federal staff

Who question' whether heArxon administration is committed to citizen

participation or is in fact prepared to move against certain structures

which it views as excessive in the amount of authority given to citizen '-

participants-

/Thereis some evidence in connection with the "Green Amendment"

to the Economic Oppoytunit Act, which suggests that the results of the.
-

above described change in the Model Cities policy may not be that
.

devastating. Advocates of forms of citizen participation which in effeci.

become devices for citizen control should ,no that over 90 percent of

the communities' which made a choice under the Green'Amendment chose to
/-.

have their Community Action Agency continue under private radier than

public agency sPonsorstii..g

.

Again we are.confron

powerfnl'explainer of theoloc

.,.. ,

with finding:which.varable is thimost
4

.
,

haracter of citizen particip tion. A

1
a

change in Model CitieS Federal policy may indeed change the c aracter of

am4local structures for participation. But it is safe?tO predict that the

10v,
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changed-will be diffetentin different communities. In some Model Cities,
I

no matter what the new-Federal-policy; the character of the accommodation

\*.

between black neighborhpod leadership and city government will not permit

a return to "milder" forms of citizen participation..

If in fact the Model Cities Program is to witness addittonat

efforts at achftving more conformity in citizen participation, an extremely,

useful basis is developing from which to examine the issue of Fedesal pol-

icy and citizen participation. Can Federal policy limit pie development

of that which it appears towant as open-ended? Model%Cities staff as well

as stafrin,a1Most every other Federal agency- (except 0E0) were quick to
.

let communities know that they had no Implicittmodel for citizen partici-

pAtion. Or to repeat the words of one MUD staff member--he didn'

what."bad" participation really was. The Mode/ Cities Program has.
, .

.
,

Ii.

demonstrated that it knows what "bad" participation is--it is partic pation

which appears to win control over certain processes for:neighborhood .

dominated groaps.

In studying these issues in the Model Cities Program one, ought. to

ask whether the Federal Gdvernment can take back by fiat that which it

appirecly gave through the issuance of"open-ended standatda. Out of the

model cities experience, other Federal agencies may come to a recognition

)

that there is a -third party in the citizen participation issue- -the

organized neighborhood. Policy in this area is no longer simply a

a
transaction between the Federal Governmenf and its local program clients.-

To this point, Federal policy has been of an enabling Zacter;that ?s,

permitting potential access for local groups and individuals to decision ,

2

making. We may be entering a time when citizen participation policy will

3

.80
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(r

icting as'well as enabling. fillD'slifodel Cities'exporience
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.1

".lk

M1111.

is some_small evidence in that..directiOn.

-Lastly, it is not surprising (and perhaps welcome) that the issue

hai-bein joined around control as an aspect of participation. The issue

e

of antrolmls the central one in the current calls for decentralization.
4400$.

.The Federal Government is potentially the major actor inodetermining a

-direction for decentralization. As the policy makers seek to understand

and influence issues of neighborhood control and participation they may

come to better understand the conseque es, both neSative 061 positive,

of decentralization.

0E0--The Community Action Program

The legiilative man4te for citizen participation-in the Economic

Opportunity Act of 1964 was no more weighty in language than the 'Model

Cities legislation. /11 somewhat ambiguous words the act called for

"maximum feasible participation of residents of the area and membersrof

the group served." An,earlier part of this paper-cited-the U.S.-- Conference,

of-Mayors' publication referring to the "stable steel worker," resident

in his old neighborhood, as an example of the citizen the

, g
A reading of the Community ActioritProgriM Guide published

Aet contemplated.

in February 1965

indicated -that the administration of the program had a somewhat different

citizen in mind. ..-

--:- On the first page of the CAP Guide-'the language pf the legislation

was linked to, and interpreted as meaning "the involvement of the poor- ..-*v..

. ---,

-,--
themsellres..,in planning, policy making and operation of the program."

.
.

guideThe guide suggested tht "to be broadly base& the Community Action Ageniy_
. . , _

.

.

[must include]...the population to be served... ". It urther suggemed
144

that such representatives should be included on the "policy making. or
.
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o

,

a .

'governing body of the,Community Action Agency" or;-where was not

,

feasible, on a Policy Adllisory Committee. In retrospect, thOhimportnce I

l'

1 of this language iS that til appeared to assignIfirst priority ,to including

the "populatiOn to be .erVed" on -that board which would make policy rather
.

. .

4t an on all advisory wi'ia. Th'is ma guideline remains in sharp distinctioh

.

f
- ,

;

tk,

to virtually every ofhOtexistemt federal jolidy. It distinguishes be-
6.10

tween policy making an advice_giming,.and it gives prioft0 to the former.
A ; iw. .

It is likely that this policy differentiation was a direct'antecedent of

l'

ourreot issues of control versus parti cipation.

The CAP guide also suggested that, "where appropriate," neighbor- .

i

hood residents might engage .in the "conduct 'arid ,administrapion of elements
N )

i

_. .

t ,
, ,

.1of neighborhoOd based prOgrams." In 1969, th]s.idea may seem.:commonplace
.,..,

but the practice is far from it. With regard'to Federal Policy; we have

seen no other Federl matertal autside,of the Model Cities Program, which

41 ,
,sugges4(the "conduct and administration"of!a program as a mode of citizen

.

m
participation. ,

%The CAP'guLAT also'had language withregard to the permissibility,

,

pf, "prOtest" activities by "residents, eithetas individuals or groups"

which appears unique in the language of Federal policy. (A previodsly
kf

. ,
cited HEW statement -seeking to support "protest" activities as actually

`part ofe"suggested guidelineS" issued

disclaimer that "the mat%ial has not

agency.") 1
z.

for" pudic use by HEW, with-the

been approved or endorsed by this

In adcliOn'to sanctioning Protest activities, the gnilde book
7.N. .

L
..

.
;i
,

contains extensi*reference to activities, which
,

under, the headingOf"community,organizaIi10.", Her
.'4

ve Come to be subsumed '-

again, CAP policy

;
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. .....,
Aft

,
. , -'

materials
..1. . .

are virtually unique in the Federal experience. Apart from some

e.

ambiguous references in model cities guidelines, there are'no other Fed-
. . . .,

eral poliCy materials which encourage'the use of Federal resources to form

neighborhood organrzations...

lastly, the CAP guide book addressed the issue of seleCtion of.°

,-

no.ighborhood representatbves in a way that still appears unique inIederil
.

policy. The guide encouraged "democratic" selection procedures which would

"minimize the possibility that a representative does not command the
.

support or confidence of the group or area' thlt, he represents.'!-

' The above-,provisions in a Federal policy guidebook would 'e

interesting from an academic standpoint; even if they, never affected

gram activity. The lact'is that all of these new departures in Federal

policy became a living and Vital-part of many local community- action, .

efforts. There is an overwhelming CAP concern wit, getting representatives:
'

_ .

of the poor-- on policy, as !posed toadvisory, boards; there'ii3 a continuing

. ,. -- .

effort to contract with neighborhood groups forjrogram
9

operation;-there
.

, . -, ,
is a continuing expenditure o Federarresources on community organizationof

which includes the possibility for protest activieies; and there is a
'4.

,_ focus on "demOcritizing" the selection procedures for neighborhood repre-

sentation. Furthermore, of these activities have entered the stream

of Federal policy thinking, if-soqewhifeilratically. HUD's Model-Cities

Program is the;moit apparent inheritor of most
.

of these ideas, hut they

.

ara-ali6 found in HEW's growing. interest in-the concept of"conAemer"

, .
,,,,,-

involvement,, and in the recent iuldiline seeking the-formation of Project.
,

---,:--Area___Comrnittees in.aspects of the Urikan.IRenewal ProiraM. These ideas are,,
..

. ., . .

,,,w,

-of course, to be found in the many Departmeht of Labor programs which are 1 ,

-4.-

.r
C b3

F.
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4

administered in cooperation with Community Action Agencies, and under the

general policy blankdt. of the Edonomic OpportunityAct.of 1964.

`The reader is of course aware of the arguments that OEO's pursuit
0

of an aggressilie neighborhoOd-oriented policy created an untenable situation0 .. -

which led to the downgrading of the Community Action Program. That may be

so, alpitiough there are other arguments%which suggest that CAP' 'survival

capacity is very mush linked to the probability that', its citizen partici-.

o

1

.0.

; .
.

pation efforts created a potent constituency for the agency.
-------.. oc'

The above arguments aside, the facts are that some °thie Veers
'A6

.
.

,..

.

-...after the passage of theltconomic Opportunity Act, revisions were written .

into.the legislationwhich amplified. and materially strengthened CEO's

mandate for citizen involvement. Theamended act stipulated at a
0.

community action posicy board shall insure that "at least one-third of
;,,,. 6' - ;. ..

.
.

. ..
.. .the members ar-e persons chosen in accordance with democratic seledtiolt

i'.' procedures adequate to insure that they are representative of the poor in.

(
-

.

the area served."` With this legislative language the Congress. validated
- '

. .......
.

thiee'administrative policy interpretations found in theICA'P'guidebook.. .

Congtess clarified that "groups and areas to be -
serlied"

:

was in flet a
%. 4

.
,

. .-.euphemism for "poor"
t
people;.the Congress stipulpted that inyolvement lad

0
, o

to takeplace on pal* boards "as opposed to advisory groups;-" atirthe
0

.5... .
' 5;7 .

.. - .

CongresS opted for "democratic selection procedures.", It seems fair to
, ...,-

.. .s. .-°: '
* 4,' 0

say 'that if.the Congress were to
,

uniformly adopt these policies in other
0 .

0
. --

Federal programa effeca
e

ng resources for Poor peopleh it wou101rulyi
..-,

. . .

revolutionize American public adminiStrationand perhaps
.

the soci

as we I
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in .addition to the above, the _Ow legislative language "encouraged"

.!sto make use of "neighborhood-based organizations" to assist "in the

0

plan ng, conduct, And evaluation of compOnents of a community action

program." Here, too, OEO administrative policy became the basis for a'

new statement of legislative pkicy..

,

In February 1968, OEO issued a community action memo restating

. --''

and interpreting the legislative changes to local Community Action Agencies.

In this interpretation a requirement was added that where there are area

boards, or qpiinclls (in effect, sub-COliimunity.aCtion agencies), "at'least

a'majority of its members must be repretentative of the poor residing

Within the area." This same memo devoted a section to describing "neigh:....

borhood-based" organizations, and suggested that a "measure-Ofthe success -*

of tehe Community ActiOn Agencies will be Chg extent to which they entrust.-,

-

(genuine pro am and policy-making responsibility to neighborhood-based

orgailizations.".The memo noted that "in all cases they,[neighborhoca
ti

1, ., ,-

.

r organizationtj should
i

be composed predominately, if,not entirely, of,jthe

.:

0 ..0

neighborhood resickents themselves." --

;With these expansions in-policy, OEO' -had -move firmly 'beyond '

coalition-.policy making into citizen control aspects of thedecision-' 4

. making procesi.' It shodld-be noted that this policy definition was no .

and,radical departure for many medium and large sized Community Action Agencies.

it:

. :They were already at the point where boardS-and neighborhood, groups were -71*
.

numerically dominated by nefghboringresiderits. Parenthetically, the 0E0

,..

memo was lAsuedAt a time when newly farming model city- policy groups' ,
. .

were often 'dominated by neighborhood residentC_

-

a r

8'5

-

0
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On December 1, 1968 oEa issued an "instruction" to local Community
4-ow

.Action,Agencies and to State Economic Opporthhity Offices which stated

unequivocally that "the constituency of the CAP an/its grantees is poor
.

.

people." In various parts of the "instruction," value -aden 1.nguage'

was used asa r efreshing departure from the usual bland.-Fe8eral.policy

statement. In a.sense, the instruction 'could be interpreted as a last

testament of an outgoing administration, to the principle of.citizen_.
.3/46

participation. -It underlined that alltof its-requirements. for citizen

involvement were minimum, and that there was an expeCtaLon of continuing'.e, .

mprovement on the part-of grantees.

The document reaffirmed previous OEO memoranda calling for the ply-,

.Ment of ).cpenses°and "allowances 1. .E0 representatives ofithe poor,partici-.

pating in "board, committee, advisory, touncil or neighborhood council
41*

meetings." It was states tat each "CAA'is expected to recognize or help

, .

t establish target area or neighborhood-based organizations and to negotiate

\ ,

. with them regarding their tore in CAA spo cored prograMs." In effect, OEO
- ,tom
-
policy was'now ati3igning the coa'Lltion-type CAP board to a place in the

_ .

middle. From. this Middle t would have to build, negotiate with and ,
.

.

--. \ ..-
.

,transfer authority to resident-dominated neighborhood groups...With,these
, . .-'.

- .
. .

words, 0E0 policy, as wellas Model Cities practice, joined forceswith
. 1)-

..
° - '0,-..---

.

,those seekihg to decentralize and trarisfer authority to groUps'contr011ed,A.
IN

by h/I ignborhood resfdents. Model Cities has taken a step backards froM
..

,

this position; it wild. be important td observe Nhether the new adminis-
. . .

_

_
.tration of OEO similarly seeks' o temper those policies which facilitite

. .

neighborhocid control. ,
. -,

_ ..
.

-- 86
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3. Special Prograni%lidies Within the Community Action Program .

4

,Se '
As tbe Community Action PrOkr4M developedi.'a number of special

p ograms began to a4bieve their, own separate identities.
C

The first of

suci parately'identified efforts were in,Itta Start)3and Legal Services.
% . . ,...:- :

- ,

The Federal requirements for the Legal Serviced Program stipulate that
4 ,

. l ,

. .
.

.

.

"the poor must be,represented,on the board or policy- making tommittpe of "

I\ 4the Program to4pro ide legal services..." These requirements were later,
, .

. . . 11

......

- I

, . ow`

4

'interpreted to mean that as a minimum,_the local legal'servicis had,to

establish a "prograM advisory committee composed of at least40 percent

.)democraticallyselecea representatives of the poor. "' The reader may note

that this last requirement iiydressed-to advisory groups and not to.

t
4

policy bodies.' 0E01,s'national advisory committee is not Particular?Y
..

...

happy with thestandards arid had recommended -that ope-third of at legal.
.

.

,, services. board be composed of "democratically selected'representatives of

;
.1., thepoort" At the sametimethie advisoty committee backed aul4yfrom`the

'', ,,
.

issue of 'neighborhood Lntrol,by recomme ding t "no one group or organi-
,

getIonofi lawyers or poor people should ntrol the legal services board.!'
i .

. . . =/.
. , .

,

.tegal services-staff 4eel that the current lack of a definitive.- '.

'policy with regard to percentage ot representation for the p6a4fiects
,

a-policy struggle'betWeen those who would have the legal services boar? .

- e

....r. .

t , ...

.be a coalition and those who would Place-the board in the contiO1 of
%). _ m'

neighborhood'peopler.A number of,eomments in-this paper have-focused on

, .

the issue of.participationversus contoP. they are isSuesWhich are .

.alive ,in many afr OEdie programs because of the'state'of pio)40 deveriu4ii...

, -.
t

4;=

They -are not issues in other Federal program's because cdttrOl. is diff cult
- Av.

to ~debate when the current -state of policy does not even assure advisory

4 ** , . (.
- ,

,

off: coal tion forms of participation in politytiking..

-.1-
..
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' .

`
As ith Legal Services, the Wad Start Program requires an advisory

committee havi g at least 50 percent of its membership selected by the

poor. Head S art guidelines expect that these policy advisory gr'oups 1611

.have a. major role in determining what happens in the Head Start Program.
.',, --,

As a:"minimue&the guidelines:indicate that such groups will "give approval

to the application before it is submitted;" "participate-in the selectiob
.

-

ofi
.-

the Head Start Program di or;" "have a volce*in . estabitshing criteria`'

farthe selection of staff.personngl," and a variety of other program

fiinctions. InterestIngLy; the guideline to Fedeial interagency day care

requirements (HEW, 0E0, DOL) incorporated the language of the Head Start

Program in its "requ0irements" fojthe "productive functions" that policy
.

Advisory Committees must perform. As a lesson in the diffusion of ideas
,

at the Federal policy level, ft is interesting ,to note that the formr
,, _, ,

0E0 Idministtetor of the HEW-Start Program was the ChairnIgn of the

Federal Panel on Early Childhood;'1.thish drew up the day care program'

4

requir44nti focitiieii-'paFticipition.'
, - : ! :

.

;
. ..

Had Start fie10:-staffieMphasi.,zed the great gaps existing between

,
-, -

' .

-,Treality :,. ,t.,

tl* Pol4PY-, nd.:the realtty hereality is that:mariy Mad Start Programs-
-I,, 1

- -,

are .o niiter tfie-:spun d.disliip of publie,. school' astricts.. Federal -_. ..,,_ed
, ''.. - :4'; '

l ii , 0- ,.,e ;.'

.:
1.

. : --- -

stafflidte that thitg,4144i evidence in, the Head-StOtrProiram.that

..:. ";': '. 1 D' ?,:ri 1.A.. :1 f -: .(":',1: ,- ..-,- - ..2::' .

40.7*mip1,90 wspNaluk;Wavent-_involireipeni."*- Tn the Head, Start
'.4 , , .9 i,' : r : : ° X.,: : : i 1 :" *II °, f A .IP 4!

frO Martii. thii 10. idltP.44,*1:A4r,PatOt:iovci/yementAftrarenfry.masks a

-!: ... *,`-`.`i-*- :'.1.,-''.;'-: i.:''',.'!t,-3:.1r!,,'.. '- ,'' ' .,

,

14:4t-udp.-41V-WW1,10%m414,Weiregroup0 funciAonbad.ty or not at all Be,-

' -....' ' -!..

l C

:4'

0>..v* ': i.-ttl
:

i,:* Fe
%

0..,-6f:-

(

0. -z.1-.)-: oT-f 0;::*:

epc
te-

-

. 6,l i.at''

:

- th e:.,r: i-?..y:

; e* ta
-; ;

ten
. . ,

very liberal in
ai,4'..\ -t. l'1: ,(.. ., v-;''. .':: I. . ;it,- 6 , . ..:,,

.

o pigirekr04301f4'teq*Ing,gParenmtil Ap.pdoyai of program submissions,. , .Vi

. ° li,"' :-... ', `'' ' .1,' ,./.;.'0. ;.,+:6-, f.-.i.°,;-)L._ 4t1;.°:;:::. ...
.

'tiitt4iiiekiA y'invof. 'direCtiii,t. Sig'ff'feel that not to be'liberal,., 1'ring-,of
,; ;;A te! 0.

. --. ;,:,:' '1.:. -... ..;*';':1 ",-- ' ,

- "' 1 it)c;
, :

"''',
c,

::- ..

t

i.1.
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..,-. :"
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would' be to sharply
.
curtail-the,program's benefits for thousands of

yojngsters. Again we find the consistency of the dilemma 'which ply pr o=
1 .

.

gram production.against-cittzen participation:-..-In _other agencies, As---
. .

,.

compared to OEO, staffs seem fb have a relatively 'easier time JR solving

the polity dilemmain favor of production. In OEO there Otters tObe\),4-
confusion alad-concern about internal and extern al pressures to dilute agency

v

r policy of citizen participation. As one ranking 0E6 official said bitterl
,

"'thereis lots of current talk about dosing those with.poor citizen partici-

!melon." Once again there is evidence that an-i

Citizen participation policy must b4Come involve

tensfve study of Federal

with variation on both

ends of the policy l)ne% the -varieties of Feder' policy and the Varieties

/

of local response to the samepolicies.

4:4

.

OEO's guidelines for summer youth program( indicate a*Federa4'willing-

i -
mess to extend citizen participation pollees to cover youth. .As in other

special programs, there is a call for the creation of.a "democratically
A . .

.
.._

selected" Policy 4dvisoritommittee on mhichctarget area. youth will pre-'
:-

. .0!

dominate. Similarly ;hese poliefia prevail in specia1;0E0 programs for
#

,
,

. t. ilr --; IIolder adults. Guidelines require that program componehi.i7i advisory

#

or.administrative Committees or boards composed of a m&goritydf older

perdonai and such;bodies,ahall have substantial-powets over-all asPacts

,
,.-

of program conduce." .In-OEO's policy'guidelines for youth as forolder ',

...,.

I

, )

persons there is same sophisticated recognition.thAt calls _tb community

. Aw ---:

........j piirticipation, must 5ri linked to community'brganization. In effect, OEO
A

'C

. . . , ,- ...- -.. ..
appears to be'saying that the concept-of represdntation only makes sense

. .

A .
... . , ,

, .

"C TAihep that representative has an organized conrstituency who will -hold him
,.

..:..-

° resPonsible.Ent OEO's policy always goes further than mere re ogniel:On
,c .c-

-- 89
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of the connection 'between effective ci izen participation andicommunity

organization. ,Alinost invariably, 0E0 s poliCy Suggesti the.expenditure
, i. \44

of'program resources for the drga ization of the affected citizenry. an
,

- the older persons' program guise , program components are requiredloto
.

O
"incorporate.a high degree of comm ity organization activities." This .

1

review'of Federal policy indicat4s tat in 4o other example of agency
#

policy is there this linking of participation to organization. Additionally,
/ 4

in no other Federal policy that .we have examined, except possi,blythe

Model Cities Program, is there any allusion ID thesoncept of sit4zen

organization as a proper function for Federally-suPported activities.

. .

.In fact OED's commitment to the validity of community organiation

is'so strOng=that it has becomg a cornerstone of Q.E0's contribution to

' the Model Cities Program. In effect OEO'has set aside'funds to furnish0 _
%

technical assistance to neighborhood groups in model Cities,-td_enable

p- e

these groups to participate more effectively in influencing the develop-

ment of Model.Cities policy. An 0E0 ,statement outlining'cridpria.for
. ..-Fr

grants to neighborhood groups inModelcitiee asks that proposals/4..st..

. . detail how the program all eltand, increase, arid improve the quality of--
.. .. --. ..,

4--.-.. -

, ---

resident participation in the.Modef Cities, planning proce .11 ---
- , r.;

.
-. . . -. .. ....;

-7;11

qlhe concept of qneled'eral agency funding efforts to 4nncrease the
, r

quality of itizen participektion in 'other Fedeially-suppoa progranis ' / ;.

.
. .- ,.- 4

., ..--.

.

.. ,would seem to 'brilliant evidenCe of tillable heterogeneou's Fecierat.policy
;.._ .

I.
.

- . _
. .,

. .

structure can produce..., remay well betthat.in:a he lized,gociet
-, . ' -.;

we, .Con'SCIOusly have to set to provide dif event sets,. resourc\
to.different.congtituencies.-Aild we may need a Federal poll:

z-

'relationships which ate in imbalance (i.e., poor neighborhOods:,alld city = eE

hich stakes
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)

7

. . . i A

it

goveinment) and helps to balance them by providing additional re4lourCes
A

1
?

to one Of the partie (in this case the neighborhood). Baderal policy..
\ 4 11 1

.

4
may hot be able to,Stan the strain of these kinds it relationships Where

. t

. . , re

Federal funds support one publ* (generally

i
oor/black people) against

.

V

666
'.

other publics. If the strain cannotebe w thstood, then a policy 4ternatiVe

would appear to rest in delivering adequ te resources and opportunities ,
\ .

to pOor people, so that they do not co ceye of themselves as beini
I

permanent occupants of an aggrieved factIta, and thus in needof organi-.

zation.

9E04s policy appears to bave-open up a variety of options,oby which

-a

the.Federabo0overnment can help the poor to organize, to influenbepirograms,

for their own benefits, and even to seek influence over. other Federally- -
,

. .

- ,
-------.

'supported efforts. These policy developments have laid almew_base for
., . .- , .

. -

examining every aspect of Federal policy-with regard,t8wOirizen participation.
, .

.
1 , -. .

Bui a most critical, question haunts the background of all of these deOlop-
'',

Tents. 'Can themost,.aggressive Federal pdlicy towards citizen involvement

be any subdtftuie for a natiorcal,policy failure tOldetivat adequate and

appropriate resources to poor/b.61.ack/brown people?

o

C.' FEDERAL POLICY AFEECTING PROGRAM DELIVERY +0 COMMUNITIES4AVING
COMMUNITY ACTION OR MODEL CITIE!!! GRAMS

With the establishment of'Com/d munity ic'tion Agencies in virtually.

every urban area o the country, and thd subsequent establishment of some
47.*

;

Model citrAgenc4s, Federal policy, makers were presented with ;a

' chofceand a dilemma.' The choice-la between-using the Moder City ,Agency
, .

or the CommuniY Action Agency es-,a focus for citizen Participation or,

or

,

developing separate citizen pailticipation devicps around each Federally-
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,... .
1 t

supported program. Kt this time there appears-to be almost no Federal

hogtams.which mandatp that a local CAA orjModel tity.Agency approve
__ -

.

,

programs prior to Federal funding. .One important exception lies with-
it . .

, q -

the-Urban Renewal Pfogram where presumably a redevelopment agency could.

ti

not receive re ewal funds, for a model nelghhorhood area'without the 't

, 1

approval pf the 1 1 Model City Agency.' (gmen here the agieement

unclear. It may,oiriy apply to approval for those renewal projects which
is

....r .

seek_to use renewal funds which have been specifically set aside by
.

legislation for use in modll-cities ereas.):,..,Another exception may be the
.

.
. .

'.S

"presumptive" sponsorship arrangements between CAAs'and the Department

of Labor.

Hypothetically, the Federal policrohoice would be as follows:

(a) en agency can-require Orrrecomme articipati n of neighborhood
, \

people in a newly formed policy liody for a specific, program effort (i.e.,
-\-

a neighborhood health center ) or (b) an agency can require or recommend ',..

'
,..,-z_

-that the existing Community on or Model City Agency act in a Policy4-

making or policy-advising :capacity to the new prOgrani effolet (i.e., the;

/ .

use
\
of a model city's housing task force as 'the Project Area Committee , --,. .

.,

sr;
..

.
,

.

ffor an urban renewal program).- In actual practice there appears' to be
i-- .- 1

a

--
'.-1- ,,.

two 'dominant Federal policies. One is for Federal policy to simply ignore
, . 1. \ t;,?:

. -

. the existence of locar comprehensive planning agencies 1;ch a the Modeler
, 4

. / N %--:. i 4

'Cities and Community Action Agencies andaSk'fbr the ,of
.

Ifitot

.establishment
____, ,

;

.newl8V-al-policy groups_haVing their own bitizen involveMen ,--The ,s

.
.. .

\ .: -,' 't\-.,

alternate policy-is for Federal regulatidn* to call attenti n tb th
eo

I ..
1 ' \' l.

N

4existence of the Model:OftY 1:* Cammunity'Action Agen4Ic-,,2
n to uggest ... ,

,.
.

.
, ..----.-

.. .

that local arrangements he made With these agencies for policy participation
. \

, .. ,

.

-i, ,,.: , ,

.

.,. \ . .

'9 2 \:. , . . . .

,
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ehe'subject Federal program. In hi;s Alternative it should be clear

thatiederal agencies. simply sugge-sMoommerillAo their 'local clients
,

that they a.vaithemselves of existi..fyg.cltizen participation structures.
.

the ,Model- City or.-
,,

In alilogt all cases, tfie.choice-iC
tymmunity Action Agency- is left

ftono wh4the

the total grantee

1. Department of tiator Relationships

It was indicated earlier that eliertare a

relationships betWeelTth;GD partme-ht: Of Labor an
, -

#
. ,

e-

r
Op

---17rder'

.

number of specill

the Office of Economi4

ortunity-to-use-jocal CAAs ss-,"priMe" prog am_iPonsors.
, I

dealing with Community Work'ancl,TrainXn&PrograMs (CWTP) sayse:
.

-.

t 'the CAkrin a community i os therdme sponsof,bi a CWTP and shall, be
,-.,, . .. 77;71 .4111.

%-?,

osen unless f.7s jointly determined and.DOL to be.incapable of
I -= : ..-

4'

the of ECP.S. ('rime Sponsor).- The D01; handbook

.
,

for CEP programs, suggests, that citiz,,e# participation can
-,..,.- 2.

including "reliance upon a Community, :ctioli A racy board executive
...,,, .- ,

:-:

(
4:.

In referring to the Neighbiiihia: uthrdorli- ut of school),

,$,,, - .
.

...4.:

handbook notes that "all projects under thik "

Special Impact, Operation a DOL.'

I

10V. . '
.......

ur pr6grame- inill be

_. OP

develdped by or with Community Action Agen4e4i,end drat' CAA*.wOuld be,
:

,,, ., - .

the Sponsor..." 4:-; . ' .1., ,I. - v.,

.! .. ,

..ifi: ' 4. i:',,,,
- ''' ' As a yesult of4this arrangement betoiedeDOL and 0E0; DOL regional-

take many forms

powers."

.-

,,'

stafffeel gat it is the responsibility of.th- prime spoliux,(the CAA)
,

. .
.

. .

to get adequate citizerpolfivolvement. IltroUghiiithis. cooperative arrangement,
4' .1) ;

I r

POL,materiallystrengthens the Community AptfonAency; end presumably.

buys:connection to theleadership of thoseneighborhoods in' greatest need
411 , i ,

s93
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of ma over programs.' As previously noted, laiiver, one staff member "*"\

point .out that "DOL is saved from many_of the issues of citizen partici-

pation because it deals with the-,CAA." It is unlikely that DOL -ill be

able to 'sustain its relative insulationlrom the issues `of citi "n

potion as its support of local programs grows.

2. HEW Relationships

HEW's guidelines for.comprehtnsive health service projects asks

protrams to establish linkage to. "high priority'national prOgrams, such

as Model Cities..." There is no further refereircuas tU WhEt Such "linkage"

entails. However, health service field stag seemed very aware of the \
r- ,

Model Cities Program, /nd claimed that in one city the only reason.they.

t*

were able to get good citizen involvement was,by'working through the

health servicestask force of the Model City Agency. This same staff

indicatelthat in non-model city communities they have looked to the'

% Community .Action AgenCy (as well as other community groups) *to aid in the
A

formation'dapolicy board for the neighborhood health center. The

strong neighborhood focus oethe health services staff and the nefghbor-
,

-

hood fo us of CV, Model Cities Program seems ,to have created certain
, .

., ,_ -- ..

mutual interests. In fact these HEW Per-sonn4Plook to the development of
r

r

;
. / .

the M CityCity Agency as a potential local/clearing house fOr local health .

- -.,-.
'4. ,. o

grants. ..

1 t -
.

HEW personnel connected to thOlementary and Secondary Education.

Act report a somewhat different picture. ,Schools invariably seek to build

their own policy' advisory groups for ESEA' programs; rather than avail

themselves of existing CAAs or Model City Agencies. MeprevioUsly-noted
,

evidence that local schools seek to use their own "house" advisery groups
S. 94
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as devices for blocking the particilLtion'ocother citizen group n the

ESEA program. :

4Perhaps the firmest statement pf local relationship came:_fr6M-a

$
community health xepresentative who said

11
that Model City4Agencies must

review applications for mental health centers if they affect a model

neighborhood. It was not' clear to, this staff person 13hether the_Model.

,1
oCity Agency held a potential veto ver"the-establishment oe.a mental

health center. However he felt that Hq4 would,be very wary about. going,
.

ahead with a grant if it was locally disapproved of by the Model-City

'4 AgZ4, (If this is'the F4deral departmental positron, it is difficult

to ascertain whethera'reluctande to prOceed in the face of Model Cities

Agency's turndown would rest in the Agency's cohnection to citysovern-.

ment, to the neighborhood, or to both.)

0E01s,'Ilelationihips

For OEO's CAP, she-establishment' of Model City Agencies in

,

communities having CAAs has Ipresente4 something of a'crisis. What kind

of a policy ough0W th fashion toward a new neighlAgr whose purposes

and constituency were remarkably similar-to'the Community Action program?

In October 1968 the Model and Community Action 'Pr8grams signed a°

' .

Washington coordination agreement-which looked tgliktile establishment, at.

r

,

the local.kevel; of "common policy board. membership board" and the
/

,,
- .

"exchang<ofIreliresentatimes n their respective neighborhood 'and citizen
-.

C .

participation' organizations, ,A further refinement in the western region

A \

=---4* stipulated that where it is locally determined that separate citizen

.
.

participation structures are appropriate,' there must be an exchange of
/ w . .

,
. .

3,.._ ,,. _ .

representatives between the two structures:1n fact the agrtament reared. ..," .."' .

---,..

,

rP
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6
in the western regibn seems far more',coimerned with rationalizing separate

styuctioes than achieving thd "common policy' boatd

Washington agreement looked for.

464 4

As a conditioh of receiving its liXanning grant, each. Model City.
o,.

/
embetship" that the)! :

e
Agency was iequired`to s

. , . ..,,,

Community Action Agency.

g
diving,

' . , -

advice diVrng, with no veto reeteustred of-asked-for'in
, ,

The issue of how to liVe with the Modgl Citie
6

. . .

tipulate its-coordinatiye relationships with the

v ;

At beptthese were models of consultation and4 I '

yM

one for'theCAP. Theie issues are of a very different rd

facing other Federal programs which have the luxury of ig ring or wor

f
ing with the Model Citie$ Agehcy. For the Community Action_Agency to

ost cases:

ency is an- -Acute

r than those

work closely with el.Cities)AgencyjscAlzsorPtion; :p:$ work

los:f citizen ledderdhip, relevancelomd

.

.,apart fr m it is o ris

-eventually Congressional support. (AC this poidt inAime the risks fall,

heaviest on the CAtehecause the Model es Program aykars to,kt. .

AS'

Federally favored; this situation c.oul dirdreitself With the same risk
..

. , ,6

.

.

-befalling'theModel Cities-Agency.) . .,

.
.

.
..,.._

At present, EOhavadopted a mode'.ofsupRnreffor the Model ,Pi6ties
,,

'.

effort which is foc ed on enhancing the 'capacity of,noighborhood groups.

. \ .
to influence Model Ci y decision making. We have pisel;lotisly noted this

ofas a liarticularly.interestirig example of i heterogeneoUPpolicy, whfre -
..,

.. , Ai
one agency used its energy to facilitate citizen participation in another

. ,

__agency's program.' Along these lines, CEO awarded a contract-to enable
t' :. . ..

.;

, *

Vst's

community groups in model "neighborhood's to
.t

.
,

, r 1

"Develoreffective citilen particiPation in the program,
eTlanning effort, of the model,neighborhoodViandtuto in-

.1 _ creasd theneighbortiopd 'group's capacity.tO initiate, pro-
grams and react to,programa'yeveloped.as'a'part Of thejlodek

A4ty's-and.tommunity Action Pr6gram PianninsprodesteivP

9 6,

1.!

a.

*to
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We have previously commented On the potential.strain between HUDzend OEO

which may result from this kind of relationship., In supporting this ef-
.

-'fort to involve neighborhood groups in the model cities planning process;

0

OEO was being consistent with its earliest policies which envisaged'neigh-
.

borhood groups being-given the opportunity,"to'protest or propose additions

to or changes in the way a Community Action Program is being planned or

undertaken."'

4. filiD Relationships

e.

The most extensive recognition (on paper) of the Model Cities

Agency as a LOcal factor to be taken account of occurs in HUD. One might

Assume this to be,natural in that the Model Cities prograM is a part of

HUD. In fact it l's not "natural " 'at all, given the tendency of large

.Federal agencies 'to break up intma number of almost independent entities.

In the urban renewal policy statement requiring the establishment of Pro-.

.

* ject AreaCommittees, there is a'special section concerning urban renewal

projects in model neighborhoods.
9

"The PAC requirements do not apply to urban renewal
. . projects in model. neighborhoods under the ModelCities,

Program. In cases of urban renewal projects in areas
'being planned as model neighborhoods, Model Cities,

I,Yguidelines and performance standards for citizen
-.,--At.

artibipation will Apply."

r.;
-\,, Guidelines to the Workable Program indicate that "communities

i

tk,...,........,/,..-,...\\.,,r-.,,J..,,,, .,--,..-:...v .:.,,,..4.4.,1

participating, in ale Mode ,f Program or other programs involving
. .

a high degree of citizen pa rficipation.are,encouraged to coordinate

dia citizen involvement activities under,the Workable Program with the
,

. .
.

citizen participation requirements of these-programs;-47here applicable."

11,

4.*

me
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The guidelines for' comprehensive planning assistance grants,

(section 701) indicate that it would be pfeferable for the citizen partici-

pation mechanism to be the same es, or incorporate mechanisms established__-

for, the Model Cities Program, the'Community Action Program or others.

Neighborhood'Facilities,Program actually includes a check

point form developed,for applicants in localities with a Community 'Action

Agency. On this form,'the CAA is asked whether it has been consulted in

'planning the facility; and how it will be used for CAA programs.- The

guidelines require that a "proposed neighborhood facility... substantially

further the objectives of the'CAP." Field staff indicate that it is
0 -

- *

unlikely that.a neighborhood facility would be funded if the local CAA

argued that 04 facility would not be in furtherance of its programs.

A

SUMMARY

In examining Federal policies toward working with local Mod91

Cities or'Community Action Agencies, we did not anticipate evidence of

extensive interagency agreement. There is much evidence that agency -
)

N''coordinition in all areas is difficult to achieve. There is little reason

'why these difficulties should have been overcome withregard to common-

use of focal agencies to secure citizen participation. Nevertheless
-

there are important beginnings in that_ direction. The Department of labor

appears to have very extensive commitments to the use offhe Community-

ActiOn Program. -HRW's apparent interest 1,p the Model-Cities Program-seems

to have some payoff in the extent to hich HEW staL encourage contact

between-their local programs and Mode ities Agencies. The language of

various'HUD guidelines show an awareness of Model City Agencies, but

- .

he as elsewhere otneeds,to test policy-empiricallyat the local level.
.- .-

9
_, . ,

a

O

'
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- Perhaps the most striking observation is the apparent failu re

of Community Action Agencies and Model-City Agencies to negotiate for

themselves, at theqocal level, positions Which Would give them the right

to-review over Federal inputs affecting pbor people or model neighborhoods.

It -is reminiscent of the location asked of various federal' agencies with
_

.regard to'the West Oakland Model City-area. The West Oakland model neigh-

borhood group wantedtto know whether Federal policy mandated neighborhood

approval of various Federal inputs. The uniform Federal response had to
, ..- ...-

be that there was no existing Federal mandate for neighbOi-hood review
. -

,

unless-sych a mandate was locally, arrived at in negotiation. between the

neighborhood grdup and the localdpublic agencies seeking, to use Federal)

.

funds (e.g., schools16' health departments,.redevelopm ent agencies). To
. -

.

this point, both,xhe Model Cities and Community Action Programsehave made

14tle headway in gaining local sovereignty over Federal programs affecting

their.Constituencies. Andexcept for the striking example of the,Depart.

, .

,,ment of Labol-'7CAA relationship (which may appear much diffeilent when viewed

. ,

in practice) anda.checkpoint kocedue involving HUD's neighborhood
a- a:

facilWes grants, there appears little inclination amongst Federal policy
11

a .

. . .

.., makers. to-gi've to .localModbk Cities or Community Action Agencies the

., 4
1 i ,

kind ofsprograM .soveignty these,agencies-have been unable to win, on
4

. , 4 .. 1

1Z,'\. their 'own, in rocal negotiation: -.. ,
...

. . ,.;

, .
-..,*

s; 4

12

.4
' '

3,

-.

90.
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SECTION III

SIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR.POLICY DIRECTION

A. PURPOSES OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN FEDERAL PROGRAMS.

. ,
In the first part of this paper we compressed various assumptions

,

but the purposes of citizen participation into four categories:

a). to decrease alienation
frbr) to engage the.,"sick" individual in a process'

which will lead to his own healing
c) to create, ,a neighborhood power force able to :--

influence the distribution of resources
d) to develop a constituency for a'particular

. program, with the hope that the
constituency will agree to the intended
program efforts

We also examined various,suggested intensities of participatibn-

tand proposed that these too could be fit into four categories:

a) famployment - information
. b) dialdgue-advice giving'
c) rshared authority.'
d) control

It would ile'neat and simple if one could say that programs,
4

designed to achieve particular purposes, develop policy gUidelineiwhICh

tend to insure an appropriate structure for citizen participation.
.

1

sLogically; then,a program whose purpose was the "decrease of alidtatiop ...?.

for exanpla.,might mandate policy advisory groilpie composed of.neigh-

,
u,borhoodpeOple. But we cannot pretend that we unearthed any scheme,by which, .

,. purpose cazt be Matched with particular foimata',feft participation. Vary,,,-
1 .

few Federal program personnel even talk in ierma- Of the creation of.

neighborhoo powerforces and their impact on r SourceaistrAbution:
. . ...,_.

1.

...

.

l; 4



The only programs in which one is apt to he r this kind of ideological
.

-

purpose is primarily in the Community Actin Program,and somewhat in the

Model Cities effort. In terms of intens y of participatioh, it'is ,

0

primarily, in these two programs that 41 re exist' citizpqdominated

poliOy groups which control portions o aprpgram decision-Making process.

In one area then, the paper prepared to conclude that there is.
r-

-

a linkage between purpose and struct re. Federal programs such as CAP

....

and Model CitieS, whose program the oric deals with ,the notions of neigh

. , .

borhood "power," are also.the most likely Federal programs 'to have

citizen participation structures ich thow the capacity.for control of

:aspects of decision making: Ad tionally, it is only the CAP'program

. .

whose guidelines l/egitimate Rpf tebt" activities.

One ;light/. suggest that! CAP and Model Citiet programs have ihdeed

fashioned participation policies appropriate to their purpoSes. If;: .

.
,

I 1il i .

the guidelineS snablethe'formation of'dtizen dominated groups, ifho,can

.
. ,

.

.

. ,

, , .
, 0

stand in an adversary/cOhtfo/l relationship to Other°CommUnityaMents,
i.

.

-- /

and the professed agency purposes it neighborhpod4ower, then' purpose
/ ,

.

. :
.

and policy it well,. ,
.

.1.1e again stress that we make no pretense to having. found any
o

other systematic links betWeen.ostenSible FeaeralliPrOOseAnd, program'

,

'policies for citizen. participation. :But PerhPs 191.4114 additional
,. .

.

ciisclaimer:, there is apparently a very strong link betWienthose Federal
..

. progipni,6 ,whose purposes are .thetprotection of the] authority of thd

,? . .
. . , .

-.:. .

-

' .. t

Federal Qovernment-and its local clientb, with citizen

particiOation.:,polic.i.eswhi.ch4ct-tO-de est Oitizen'AnvOlyeithent.,.
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These two claimed associations

participation might appear as follows:

Figure 3

Relation, of Program Policy and

. ,

Purpose of Citizen Participation

a) TO 'sustain the authority of the
Federal Government and.its
local goVernmental clientain
the.ppevation of program.

-7

b) To build neighborhood based..
powdr groups able to influenbe

local resource distribution.

betwreen purpose and citizen

Purpose of Citiien-Participation

Policy . _

a) Generally non-existent--
policies with regard to neigh-
bbrhood:citizen.participation.

. ,

Policies which encourage or.
mandate the establishment of
neighbortmod groups dominated
by neighborhoodresidents and
having potential control or
concurrent authority over
Federally supported inputs.

The problem with the abOve formulation is that it leaves a gaping

bile in the "Addle." What citizen participation policies ar.e adopted

,
.

if an,agencY definea its program beneficiary{ as olne.Who is "sick" and in

assumed therapy of participation? -Or .i4 an agency simply

wanta,ita programto rpn.with a Minimum of'diffiCulty, and is prepared

to $upport:eitizenrparticipation policy which will build:a constituency

for the program, 5411i at the same time hopefully increasing the ptcgram's.,
:

capacity to 'deliver? Testems'a fair guess that some Federal personnel,

-01.,.! , ,

,see%urban renewakt-lroject Area.6ammittses (PAC) as operating inpre- 1
-, .

7 ' , ,'
I= , ,, . ,

,c0lay-thisq:' put,isn't it likely ',that the most aggressive and.,r
4-4,- .. -

. ::' .::"-: ,
, A, A'

successful;- PACs Will-use M,oLs,vd,contentiov and become adveraaries to .

,.,, ,-, ', ,' -4, `! ,-, - ., / ',6-

,

raaevelopmene.aganefeeari prea4ely the way that-the:CAP initially in-
-*-°- ', ',;- . o! , :- ,^,

7 :':' .4
;

o:+' . 4

-tended toAhaVe:happn,with;meighborhobd-Organizailons? _

'

;,.-, -
v:*

'This: dia,.cyssion
"

f pigpose would become. even more'lragile jand

a 2
.

O

-"-^st
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complex if we asked, "Whose purpose are we talking about?", Federal agency

lawyers spend hours searching the legislative history of their programs

to affirriithe Congressional intent behind the language in the law. The

laws themselves tare either silent or very slim with regard"to purRose,

andwith oneor two exceptions so are legislative histories. If one '

,then turns to nen,* administrative policy in order to ascertain purpose, .

.

/
.

. .

it still is difficult to know whether the guidelines reflect-thetop

level of the executive bianch, or departmental )pol cy or a middle

management
.
writer whose ideas were only dimly perceived by the admire- , ,

,

b I

ist rator wHo signed.the policy statement. And if we are.-talking .purpose,
. .

4'
. \.

..

this paper hA some iurther evidence that the purposes'of agencylied
.

....

.tepresentatives in enforcing agency Toll meed,tOlOe taken accountof.
>

,

The conventionalmisdom about civil service, employees to the contrary, *-

""

.

..-- .

,
,.

these employees appear to become very involve d with whet they understan'd-
,, .

..--- ,

,

.

pthe.upos pares of their programs to be., Within a single Federal dertment,

"
HUD,)46del Cities staff can appear deeply comm to(atizen' .... . . ,.

participation,,while other staff tendto see it

.

as,a hindrance tcYciro-

sitiction'or something to "irgftgff",with. ,
t

,
This last.observation about thepurposes of "line" staff with

- .. , 0

regard to,. citizen participation'suggests an iMportant source .of policy :

. 4 P. .
..

1 ' * 16"
deflection, So.long as the purposes'of Federal citizenparticipatio* .

. . . .... _ . . .
.. .

- . , '

policy are unclear? and thf poney itself is poorly defined,it may ,ble
, --

.

.
.

I

.

fair to expect that there will be a great variety of local expetienie:
.

.

This varietpis being strongly influenced by Federal staff who perceive
. ,

. .

. . .

1.- 4, .

citicen involvekent_to be a euphemism for black community involvement.

This concluding sec on will have moO to say sbout.the link ' '

, , . rP

Na 1 . ;.... .

, 0 - . .-"

a .
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betmeen'participation and black community development efforts. The
. , .-

implications orthese foregoing words on. ."purpose" wilY alsO 'make it
,, ..-

.
.

r, o *

necessary to comment on the need for a-single Federal participaticm,

policy covering all programs ap opposed 'to the present array ofpalicies.

Bat at this point it ought, to be said that a\confusion or profusi6 of*

-purpose does not neceSsar4y demand_a_profUSion of policies. 'With

.puipose so ill defined, i6..muld, stillbe possible'to'heve a single
.

national policy(similar t? Title VI pe Civil Rights Act) which

. 'demanded citizen participation in ell local programs using Federal funds,

with a format to be determined 1 ly within:certain stated driteria:

It will undoubtedly remain important for some to argue that...-.,
.

#

partisipatton "stops riots," or creates a program constituency, or

Involve's the 'recipient ifi his own therapy, `etc.. ItmaSr doarlor none of

these things. Thii paper has not attempted to assess- which 'purpose"i`-dre

achieved through .citizen involvement.. Might it not be, useful to argue.

instead that citizen participation 23.2 citizen participation, is th.6

purpose4 Citizen.participation could be seen,as-both ends and means:V- .
t

. ., .
,

e , As mend itm Would remain important to know which other -0als it
.

4 4:
1

V
, ,.

...facilitqes. As ends, it could be seen as integral to all efforts taken

by government, as,rt seeks to deal with the imbalances inour society.

\ The acceptance of citizen participation as the goal (in addition

to being. an instrument toward other.gdals) will not and should-not stilli.
, .

. the' discussion. of what form the particiO4t1On should-take, or haw-
,

Federal policy,ahouldinfluence that farm. But it might moue the dis-

cussiontb a level mhore regiq.ators and' other policy makers could, discuss

the options for. Participatikm, while expeTAMentally trying to' learn which
,

. e

10
:VI. -4.
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of the currently eXarcised.options

\, B. PARTICIPATION /CONTROL: INTEGRA

est achieVe,ceitain *CIA of goals.

ION/SOARATISM

Many Federal staff interp et."citizewparticipa;ion° as a
P

phemism for black cOmmunity in olveraent. A fair amount of the quoted

i

material fromlagency guidelines resented in this paper verifies that

l
Federal policy makers have ass ecial Citizen in mind for citizen parti--

. .

cipation. OgPerience in the ield/and interviews with Federal staff also
,

,

0*,

. ,

._

point to abroad and common VerStanding .that, when Federal programs -speak
V 4;

/

of citizen participation in rban areas, they area speaking of the in-

ivolvernent of black and brown re idents of those areas.

,
One then has to dea/l w th the argument that) to the extent

/

,

Federal policies influence lo al structures for citizen participation,

they also strongly infl nce the arrangements by which minority and

majotity group leaders

.1,et us return

-anent, Existing -stru

deal with each other,

earlier use of-graphics to pursue the argu-

for citizen participation lend themselves

the three diagrains Figure 4:'

02.

r

Situation is Meant to depict citizen advisory grouMmade up A

,primarily :of the the brown and the poor. The use of such advisory

i--/
grdups bens to nice the separatgd state of our society and attemPts

to rectify it b egrating4 Ento the decision. process those who' are

0

currently unde -re esented or missing from our established, decision

structures. i1= most Federal policy seems to .favor this kind of

structtre fo ci lzen participatiOn, to this writer the advisory committee

_structure s ernsilike a "temporary"solution.. It'see/ ms'temporary because
.

is bas unsatisfactory in 1969 to those' -whom it is supposed to

unity da'cision-making. Nevertheless, it may be

s 105
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4 -

'Established Decision-
Making Body.

SITUATION A

'(Advisory),

I Citizen Advisory

Giopps

Seeks to engage "Citizens"
in Ad Hoc or ongoing

Advisory, arrangements

....,, SITUATION B
(Coalition)

Established Decision-
Making Body

This body itselfis a coalitions
of various-elements of the
community always including the .

poor, the black,and/or the brown

4

r

\ .

SITUATIONS C

(Adversary)

-.and 44 0

Established Decision-.
Making Body,

Est4blished Neighbor-
.hood DeciSion Body

/

The neighborhood body is
dhthinated bi,representa-

tIves of thi poor, the black.
the brown; has an

authorized position in

k_

- 106
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an accepted and acceptable structure, iilthere is clear eVidence that

the "established decision making body" itself is moving tolard amore

perfect representation of all elethents'in the community. In the absence -
. . 40,

. .,

of this movement; it seems likely that neighborhood doibinated policy

Cadvisory groups will moye to resemble the structure of situation C (fig.4).

. in this structure; both the "establi shthent" an the neighborhood, deve,14

a rtw kind ofaccommodation with each Other, with the local establishment

surrend ering (often with the aid of federal policy) some decision pre -4

rogatives to the organized neighborhood. In effect; a simulated attempt
,

at "integrated"idecision making (sitIations A or B) has now given w4 to

"SepSrated" approach (situation%C). As- pointed out earl.ier in this

paper, a possible consequence of tiie movement to a."separated" t

structure (or what th 'is paper also calls an "adversary" situation) is thats

minority leadership, 4ielops a, stake in the' separation, and that. the

separatioeitself becomes "institutionalized:" a relatively permanent

structure for handling many.kinds of decision-making relationships between

the majority and-minority-,communities.

We have specurated'that the, i d quOties of "situation A" citizen

structures can gi way to the more rthanentif-separation of'situation C.

- sSituation A .cat} also- change into situation B-structures which is

prdcisely what, happene'& in the early part of the Comthunity Action Program,_..

..-

and nai--.seems to be happening in some community mentat. health centers.,
...

.,- . . .

Situation B in essence recognige that "advice giving" is not a sotis-
. t

'
_

. . . . . .

factory form of citizen participation, and instead seeks to establish

decision making coalitions-composed of formerly excluded elements of a,

community.
0

Sitdation.B isa specific attempt to shift the Locus of

J

t

=

;
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. v .

decision-making to structures which better represent the com munity than do
.,

. .

most current nrepresentatii.jeutodies: These coalition decision struct&1res
.

.
.

can then become elle embodiment.of what, a more iruly integrated society

.-would look like. ,
t

-1
))4j** .NfIN

.,

The policy boards of Community Action Agencies have ben the

best reflection of this coalition strategy for decision-making. There is

some evidence that OED is no longer satisfied/ and is attempting to move

its CAAs to become "brokers" in seeking the transfer of some of their,

authorityofor decision-making to neighborhood dominated groups, (thus

coming to resemble situation C).

Implicitly, and now explicitly,we are suggesting that the

movement to situation C forms of relationship has its analogue in the

current rhetoric of black separatism. .Despite the fact that situatpn

1A°ationships are not even contemplated by most Federal programs, they
'

irotricalf seem to have lose t eirattractivenessto some minority group
.

.. .
.

leadership. We previousiy'quoted one black.Federal official who
A ,

. ''

felt that participation in coali.tiOns "blunted" and "diverted!' black

militancy....

The structures represented in situations A, B and C are not
.

thebretical abstractions. Thby are real depictions of what exists in*

the:name of citizen participation.in many fedeta supported progiams.

Furthermdre; the "nature.of Federal policy in differentiagenci4 seems e
.

...,

.criticaNarj.able in determining which of the above situations shall pre- .

.,
. . . . .

.

nail in particdlar piograms and communitiese
,

---.. 00.
i . .

' SitUation A "advisory" relationship at the present is the..

.J

.dominant Federal ,type, but we believe there may be a tfansitibn to

.to(s.

iw
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,..-.S.. 0
.1 4+

Situation C "adversary" structures. We are familiar with the argument
. . .

that situation C itself Is but a transitional poitl toward more ierfect
,

D
.

.'4
patterns of representatiOn in Community decision-mgking bOdies, yet we,#

* _

find little empirical evidence to support this argument. We are
. t

. . / ..

impressed with'the possibility that separate decivsion making iuthority,.

4
a

baieeuPon ,the., -ficts of color, neighborhood and economic status, willr
. a

,

'.'reptain separated:. It is also possible that Federal policy Us 4 is
/ . It,..% .

currently developed maybe,contributing toward this separation. At the
, ,

very least we Ought to recognize that those Federal policies favoring,_,

5r

the.creation of structures of-poor, black, brown qtizetilh)Af majee,-

implications for whether the ostensible national goal of integration will'

4.

be achievable.

In another paper-'-(Sodial-Work; forthcomiong) we have speculated

that:-"when the black community gets to control resources established for

p.
,.

its aidOhe'basic options are:.1)

.

to seek to heal the wounds caused to

-.
.

. .

blacks by whiterncism, 2) or, to build a.separate black community.

These new -programs under black control do not have the option to use
.

.

these resources.for integration.." If this ...Speculation should prove
. ,

,
.

'*.;-4:,: ', 1- .

, ,, -7\. ,
,

correct, then other Federal policies might be- coftsidered which-oonld"
...., _. .

, , .. _ .
.

. ..,

sOffed theavive to separatism. Such ppl cies may seek to supplement '(ar'

to supplant) the kind of intervention at the'tocal level which

quickly getsi'daptured in the,politics of. black. and white; New policips
- .

. '

v

may need-to-be carried out on aputional level -.which Will insure adeiiiiate

.r. .., -

cash resources and good opPortUnities, se-that ind1 4iduai)minority

,

members may have more life options, na matterWhat the separatingoptions,
.

0

. . . .

, . ?

tendencies of establishmert and neighborhood- leadership.

s.
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- Some of the above arguments will.bldifficult to contemplate for

. many inside and outside Federal Government who.have deep ideological
1.,

.--r-.21- -- -
-

'commitments to particular lords of citizen participation. . It is easy 'to
"N.

view the development of Fbderal citizen participation policies and conclude

that "controll..i.&:thp logical' and needed extension of the, participation

'concept.. The notion of "control" is at the heart of current thinking

abbut decentralization of governmental functions to the neighborhood

level. Decentralization which would allow the neighborhood to "advise"

the centrality rather than to control a part of the "action ", appears

IW
unacce table.to minority group leadership. The current experie1e with

J coalit groups or-individuals) does not permit one to be sanguine

.about its short -term potentials as the structure for citizen participation.
.

programs arp only at the point ofDespite the fact that most Federal p
a

experimenting with or'conterhpiating advisory forms of paiticipation, it.

%.

seems cledr th4t the current.- mood of the black and brown communities will
. .

. > 416 o .
-

.

,-..\

not settle for advice - giving. And given current analyses of_the situation
.. ,:-..... A .

ori,fieolinoriiidoMmunities it is. difficult to argiie that anythingiless.,,

.

.1 .
.

.

-'than, controLiould be useful.' DeSpitethese arguments,..this analysis;# -,_ 731OF
V,

.
must caution that a rapid, movement to "contfOr'' as the form of partici-

,
.---.

.

pation may hold consequences for the black, brown and white communities
..

"which -are not acceptable tomorrow, even though the liric'of cantr4,-i,

clear today.

It is this caution about institutionalizing the "wrong answer"

which mnderlies'our recommen dation that there be minimum Federal

standards for Titizen participation, but,Ahatethese standards alloy for

a variety'of structures including (but not.limited to) "advisory', ",

110
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"coalition" and "control".

-'C. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE POLICIES FOR CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The quastion of single or multiple,Federal policies for citizen',

-participation has at least two'dimenSions which ought to concern us in
F - ' :

this summary. One is th,ppossIbility of comon Federal agency policy

,
With regard to citizen participation 4g oppose

_
. .

each agenty and each piede of legislation doing,
t

presentyractides of

"own thing, The

other dimension is 'internal to a ogram. Should citizen partiNation

policie a.deliBerately Allow for non-uniformity of response, and-inthat

way irk0444owances for' the differ.ences between San Francisco And
,

,Bois, IdaVo?

*MO

David Austin's previously cited,

t.

deCision structures makes clear what many Federal administr
r

that spite common policies, differences between Orograms lways:exIst

y af variation CA.A,:

, -

ors "know":

. .

at the irOleigenting level. We'do not think that there is any possibility
. , ).
. .

er desiraality of a relatively-uniform.local response with --r-4"lard to
-,

citizen participation. or does,there-seem any greatneed

.

possibility) for curbing the differences between agencies with regard to

Mt ,.......---_-t ._ ,!

the pusposes of-citizen partitipationWhere there exists a l CkTal' _, 1

clarity wit regard to.the purposes of citizen participation, and some

concern that particular structures for citizen parti4etion may be
c,

. c
,-

antfthq0.cal, to national. goals for integration, it would seem wise to
t-

z 1 - ,
.

. . .

. . , .._
.. _,

have a-variety of policy and practice in this area In part, this

'
1 o

o

* paper is a plea that such a variety not simply be allowed to exist,,but \

thAt it "be recognized as o ering rich potential for comparative analysis.

Only in this way can a policy for citizen participation be developed,

Ill' -.

"
A
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from which Oh* might ,predict better-capacity to
/

At this/pointwe simply not- know whether citiemPartidipation

achievepartitular goals,

-
decreases' alienation,- creates power bases, IT,Is "sick" p

. /
.

consent, "raises expectations, tools off rioters, or any l'oaNthe other"
. ..

myriad'uhings which' have been claimed for it. But' there is-the:steong
s , ,

,

may
.0

.,, , :

possibiIi.ty that different patterns of citizen participatidp may be more

ople,enginbers

/ ;
or less,-effective in achieving certain kinds

a archy.with regard to citizen participation

discovering which patterns

of,goals.

condUce

of 'goals. Dur present
.

may be well suited to
4 4.

toward the achieyemeilt of which'Inds)

'-i. 4 - ,fer

'Initlhe-faceof.'a tenuous, relationship between citizen partici-
:,=,,

Otion policy and the achievement of- specified goals,

case for the retention of-a variety.-of policies¢whia will be sajedto
.

analysis. Hqwever, the first section of this summer .argued that

citiken,partici on -pdlicy-oughtnotte be, viewed only in an instru-
.

mental `ash.:4.ori, We suggested-tbAtxifizen partaipation_ought .11e.,

we have made a
2.-4

. -
viewed as a.desirable end,-,,stateyill,and of itself. Thus,,-while a variety' ; rt

.
* -

ofopolicieS are suggested, .we, would ieie tbisn411,711 auggest4alt they
,

imumone commonality shOuld be C S,the existence Oome tidn body. of agency

pOlick. In effect', we would narrow.thes,Scale ot.POlity variance by
, ,

Making itiliandatoXtthit:all programs whith-areiMplemented locally, and
--;-- '

dispense
2 .' ,-. , , , ,...--.-=`\ ,-..-- -_

which' otentially advantage-ar diiadvantage-, must have certain
.

.

' : I a C*inimum S t Mid ardg'qqr citizen: participation . ' ..-,-
,:

...

. r 4 .,

Fortunataly.the)deveOpment of swo.' minimpa spandatds need not
m,' -,

, . /

1')."

\*%N. .
/-

,..startiiia vacuum. The 1Wel_Cities "egrt-:haslastred.4,techilid-dt-
, , -

-
asaistancelaUlletin (TAB) which appears ,to be the s ngIe msstmpressi.ye

.,,

'1"`! -
""A

,

-se
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.: .

Federal document in diasectinethe iiiues, of citizen participation. __This "

.. .

4, o odoppment points the; way towards' the development, of a minimum set of
)

4
._ ,- . - _,_ , ,

Federal performance standards which'would allow for 1pcal variance-, aniU,
.

, .

;,-. - ., .. ''',t' ' also ,allow individual piOgams to' add -td the standards in order to enhance
C

thoir own legislative and' adqinis Prat ive ,gOal'i. -A Minimum set -of per
.-4 ..,2 forman,.ce )standarda would point to citizen'participation as something to be

,
4 ,

,

.
.)

valued,'" in itself; it swill allew ,agencies which vie'w,particular kindsl'of
.- -, 4.4

paTticipationo as achieving, certain, purposes to experiment with policy
.-

modificatipn. Bikt le victim n et alloif an agency to support _local:program"
.y 0 . .

'.. 1
with no. concern at, all forithe'-iapuei -6f iiiiolvement.,

1-

'4

'....it might not be dif fihult, to get. the five-agenciet primarily., con...

cerned with human- resources tpOL,4 HEW;
.

SBA t0E0 HUD) to agree' to, the 'v , .

< ,
. I

...44 , . .
concept *of- minimumperformance standards. ,,,it might: even be .relatively

, . . 4 . ' ,

,

simple to get ag'rrement,:as to r.whati the 'criteria for these -standards ought
.

. to be. Mitt paper _has _amply demonlatraed,Ithee programs in all of these
. ,

- ,
,

, _.: ..:,
.

,

, , -.. ,, .

Federal_ -agencies' c(except forftSBA which wai:nst examined) have a diverse ,

(' -''' i- ,

, ' . 0

- set of experience,s, and. =current policies With yegard to -citizen parl,,ici;
- ,

' .. ; D ' - 1s. 1 ''
. , ,7.,

. . ,
. ,

pat-ion. --',Ihis, was :tot so--ai
..!

.

d 4 ,

i
t

f' e4 w

".T0 ;

y ea r s
Ag,

o-,

, ,
i-,,

r
t1

ii
e' r. ,#,

y, o,-, f e' xp- erien' c' e

. within qch of the. fouragencies examined , Would 'seem to provide ,'the 4,

,ft '4, '',,, ,

'Common 4base necessary for the: devel,qpmenpobt ,cOininon, minimum guidelines.
... .,. -,..-7- -.- ., $ o. ,

-_,, , .-,-
' ' 1 1A -, '

r
A . 7ci

ti
TA
?A

'RTTH.Ei.

c4.IpAgT,LI0og4N

1ENT: 67:$.111m4 TgsxpRmAnz,BTANDARDS FOR

\ ' :' 'i '' s+ ,.,, '
`. '

''' ' , V ' ' . \ ., .f '

..- -..:1
ik'' ''' Burin curse Of lield sihtei-vi-ews it was quite revealing to

'--- 4...;,.-, ? , ,- -

disC,Ovee:thatwha-vas .pq,ceived
- A - _ ,; ft

s'peatc.4it

;dl agency 71!; busing iseue had not
...! obisible problets for other-agencies. But iVone can . -.Kti

..
, ...

_,---,,----..2,,...,

it appears ,..,t4t.;Mere and more programer w1.1,3'peyelop basic
- - 1.;i-, ' --',.. .., ', 4' -..'

.
A , ' i

1..
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citizen participation policies, and those agencies which have them will'

. .

, -

deal with an increasingly complex set of issues. There seeds to be little
-,)

organized efforf'by agencies to learn from the experience of others in

this area, except perhaps for the CAA-DOL relationship.

Experience has developed a, common set Of issues which need to be

.4.1aken account of in the development of inteagency minimum performance

standards or in the development orpOlicy for a single agency program.

. .

The opening sections of this paper on "citizen," "participation," "nefgh-
,

borhoOd" and "representation," detailed Central issues which a citizen'

participation policy must, attend to. 1 this'Closing-section.we will

_highlight a few of fthese issues:

. Representaelves and,a Constituency

Who selects a man and heats is he selected? Does'he have a

constituency? Does he in fact .represent somebody?

,
The facts seem to show that most local agencies which,-select

.

their, citizen dpresentatives,are getting individuals whOwill be increasingly

suspect in the eyes ofthecommunities they are supposed to represent,

particularly when these communities. are of minority group status. Minimum ..

. . .

. -

performance standards in the area 'of representation oAht to takd:nottte
...,

, .

of OEO's,notionof "democratic seLection/procedure's," JThese standards
., ,.

. .

, slo lid not be specific about selection procedures no should they precluder
c,,,::,-!'

. ,
.

.

._

the format lho of self-selected ovegency-appointed citizen groups to

assist in the development orimplemenntion of local programs. These
1,

_standards ought simply to require as a minimat that there be a pglicy

making or_policy-advising group on which sit individuals who, have been in

some fashion selected by the community they -are deeded to represent,

4-1
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,

It may be relatively -easy, to secure interagencY agreement on

"democratic selection procedures" as a minimum standard. It maybe leas

easy to agree upon standards for the organization of a constituency for

these representatives. This paper hap indicated that there is little

polfcy and equally little concern (outside of 0E0 and Model Cities) with

the 'task -of organizing a neighborhood constituency. Amongst those who'

have thought about the issue there is question as to whether Federal

resources ought to or are; able to support neighborhood organization. Never--

theless, the idea of a "representative" is intimately tied to the idea of

a constituency. It may be ;that minimum performance standards might include

some relationship to existing'citizen groups.organized in the CAP and Model

Cities Program. For instance, we have described instances where a Model

Cities Health Committee and MOdel Cities Housing Task Force served as

nuclei for the development of Health Center services and an Urban Renewal

Project Area C ittee..

The iss e of constituency development has major ramifications

for the concept o neighborhoOd4overnment, hill there is doubt that

,

interagency agreement could be ruched with regard to performance standards

In this case, it'may be appropriate to continue with a variety of policiet.

Meanwhile, the consequences of having Federal policies help to establish'

-a powerful neighborhoC4 governing%unit need to be better understood,.

2. Access

The 'issues of access deals,with ,the. arrangements for a' _

re/ationahfp-between-neighborhood groups, their representatives and the

established decision-Making bodies. Performance standards must come to

grips' with what,structuresiohall be used to facilitate citizen influence



f
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in decision- making processes: .Such standards should encompass the` possibility ,

.

.

,

,.- of, coalition and adversary models as, well as citizen advisOry groups.
t

. ....,
. .

3:. .Technical ASsisnce,.'

What kind of assist'ance,will be provided the citi7,en groups

when they exst in an advisory Of adVersary capacity? Will it he assistance
1 t ' r

that is independent oT.the local program grantee? Will minimum standards

.

be dstablighed whichassUre that all citizen groupings, for the purpose

of influending decisions, yeceive some form of appropriate technical.

assistance?

The iss Of'technical assistance maybe one of Ehe,hardest to

'bridge for purp,ses of interagency agreement because the gaps7in Federal

perception of the issue are so great. In fact, except for 0E0-and Model

Cities, the issue,j not really touched in other existing Federal programs.

4'. Sti en
1

.

To the Outside observer there is something incongruent about

. 4

seeing people performing the same function in Federally- supported pr&grams,

with some receiving, stipends and.allowances and others (most others) ry

receiving nothiq. The notion of p elt for participation deserves fa

more sympathetic cOnsideration. The is, only a minimacFederal concern

-

in.this area, Outside of 0E0 and'Model Cities'. ;It would seem that stipends. (
o;- allowances would readily lend themselves to.an agreed minimum performance

standard.

5: Maximum Standards

'''
, In an ea4lier part. of this paper it was

11
indicated that the

. / .,
f

7 '

McIdel.Cieies Program has.decided i would consi4er certain forms of
,

.
/ .

. .

,

neighborhood-contrOl'as excessive. The issue,of limiting aspects of

7

V

1.46
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citizen involvement is an appropriate ona for individual a ncy poliey.

Suchdlimitation would seem inapproforiate to include in minimum - performance

standards developed as part of aminteragency-greement. An individual

^

agency may know what development it wients to hinder as antithetical to
g

its program, But to a priori prohibit certain modes of citizen involve,

iment in aliFederal programs, would seed to bedutting us off from the

need to know what-works andlfd0 it work s.

6. Monitoring

sip

An interagency agreement might want to borrow an idea from
o

.-' .

urbin renewal's Project Advisory Committee, by? mandating icertlin-level of-
',

. -

. :it - . , .

Federal staff monitoring of citizen participation effbrts. -This would be
,

. ,

)';
an important interag Atstep, in recognizing the experimental nature of

much of'what is happening in the

establishment of this as ,a priori
, .

also create a cadre of'Federal st

name of citizen- participation. -

ty, activity-duringfeld visits would

aff who Are perelfnally knowledgeable,

' and whose knowledge could inform furthercpa:licy develoOmPntN., One other

benefit of includiwstaff,monlorAng,as a minimum performance standard'

is that'lt transm

Federal field staf

is a useful message to both local agencies and to --

, impressing on them:the .mipertance attached to per-
.

formance in this aiea of citizen participation..

E. PROBLEMS OFFEDERAL ADMINISTRATION

.

By implication, 'any statement of minimum performance standard's 'f

-, .-

must deal with the issue orsanctions. What will happen .t6 hosp local

programs which do not adhere to standards? ..,Knd who will make the deterthina-

tiot?

4.
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o

.

.

Based upon the ,current patterns of Federal administratite interest

,ir, citizen participation, itvo ld be difficult to. argUe Lhat,J:eder4Ataff
i a 4,
ought to be given even more

me.
om or judging "good" and "bad". Partici

...

0 0

And yet there is evidence,` -at Teast in the Model Cities and-:Communit
t..

Pc '. , °
Actijn staff, that.the issue can be-incorpOrated into the .prior4ies:o

f
f ,

.

a

&-Federal staff performanCe. Undoubtedly, staff might still Continue to\ .
.. .

, .
..-o,r,

issue "indulgences" around mal- performance, and-might continue tq "vadeoff"-
.

performance in citizen participation for other kinds of grantee performanCe:- ,

.This kind of administrative discretion ins undoubtedly pr

Community Action and Model Cities staff as well.-JBu

ticed by thee..

ere As 'ho'pe that k)

in the process of_administering mini

-
come-to 4ccord citizen

,--

ment. an addition, staff could be taught to encourage a variety'of, '

,..

.,- . . . .

-.p (performance within miniml standards, ering an.tipportitk,...?

perfOrmande standards, staff would
..,

. .

involvement the
.

status'Of "goal as well as instrUu .4

"-
411k

. ,

learn from a heterogeneoug program.

Lastly, the establishment.and administr,tion of a mfnimum
.

A#
rmance standard would seem to offer a number ositives for,Federal

. . . .

.'
.

.
.

staff as well.aa local grafitees: Staff Mbfessionalism is belfer abie;to..
.. .i

flourish when it is not saddled with a precut program. Local communities.

,

fit.°
_ ;, r 4

be given rein to develop procedures and4accommodations suiee&eo%'?

.- .
,

the local terr4tn,:so long as this within stipulated national minima.
,.-

In,,effeq,"we. might Have national policy, local-diversity., and' the
.. .;

. .- ,.,- ....: , .,

mopportunity fqr Federal seff -0 funatitin as creative intermediaries., A'
.. .

good deal wquld,dep'And, of course, on the quality'of 'the national tiniMa,
..

.

and on the jainistrative proceottures devetpiced,'to _insure fiat the issue .. ._ .,..
_.

was'not relegated to-one of minor, import in the face of agency44rOes forix
h .

It producrO "ity. 118 .
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.This then constitutes a beginning look at Federal policies; toward

Citizen participatfbn.,_WeAnd some things to be encouraged about. There

is a larger body of policy 'and practice than was assumed to' exist. There

*re varieies of.p;actice within and between departments Which create a

.

naturalilound for the development of knowle-dge. And there is a sizeable

A amotint of intetest in the subject .oit the part of manyikeetal personneir'

4.

At the saMe tiMe, an pverwhelming Short-term negative is the

r;

widespread' perception thatkthe present administration is not interested
2

in' the subject.

'

414

A more deeply rooted negative is thd.lack of clarity as to the

-olow

purposes and conse4uences of citizen participation.

ri This paper to 61-s point is without crucial dimension: the
41. .

At.

actualfocal experience of citizen participation structures in various

Federal prograM*. SesPite this failing we-propose the establishment of

ii

. national .minimyth standards of citizen,participatfor the five agencies
.

. . .

most actively Cc:Teethed with the enhancement of human resources. Such

0
minima would eliminate the possibility of agencies not havingny,policy

i- .

at ant while. continuing to encourage a variety-of practices, matched

to different agency purposes.

As a possible caution we were concerned thacertain developments

tending toward dti4rsaryAntA1. styles ofpatt4fipation might also

. lr
'intensifying Our already m44bant racial separation. We suggested that

. . ,-.i ......
4

4
. .

-. Nnore-vigorous consideration given to those policies Which-would enable,
.,,

. ,

-,w , ,

,the trantfer Of Tesources to individuals,without getting caught.,4n tig'
..

.

.

politics of black and white atthe local'leveL These cautions are patt
;

c?)E. a larger concern that a focuaon partici.pation at the local leyel can



be used as a substitute policy for our continuing failure to deliver

-

adequate -resources to poor people, through direct Federal-td=individupl

transfers.

s -

0
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4
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,
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